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Abstract
Low efficiency and power generation are commonly associated with low-temperature
geothermal power plants and reservoirs. As a result, among geothermal resources, lowtemperature reservoirs are the least used for power production. It is wished to determine how
addition of solar thermal energy to low-temperature, binary-cycle geothermal power plants
affects overall energy and exergy efficiencies, as well as net power production. A computational
tool for assessment of such power plants is developed, where thermodynamic, economic and
environmental aspects are taken into account. Model tuning with field data, sensitivity, working
fluids and case study analyses are carried out.
Results show agreement between computational tool developed and field data. Direct
implementation of solar thermal energy into geothermal power plants provides higher levels of
net power output, although selection of working fluid plays a major role. Efficiencies, under
geothermal-only conditions, are maintained the same or reduced with solar energy addition.
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1. Introduction
Development and further use of alternative sources of energy, apart from fossil fuels, has been
for over a long time a real concern and a matter of study and development. Two ways of using
such resources are fundamental for the ongoing state of civilization and its further growth:
power (electricity) generation and heating. The latter encompasses everything in terms of
space heating and cooling, as well as almost every process involving increase/decrease of
temperature of materials or equipment. As for power generation, given the state of
technological development, electrical availability is a “must-have” for every nation (regardless
of its industrial growth) and may be considered with a similar importance as clean water.
Moreover, the increasing use of electronic devices and their penetration within the world’s
population’s daily life deepens the need for more electric energy.
Of the currently developing renewable energy industries, biomass, solar and geothermal energy
have a dual use, both for heating and power generation. Nonetheless, only geothermal energy
can be considered permanent and to have ubiquitous characteristic, whereas solar energy
depends on latitude, time of day, region, etc. Biomass depends on crops growth and its
availability is limited. Yet, despite the mentioned advantages, geothermal energy is mostly
known as a heating source, particularly exemplified by hot springs and geysers, with a marginal
participation in the power industry.
Geothermal energy sources, as any other source, have different characteristics that can be used
to distinguish and determine whether or not a geothermal reservoir is fit for one or other use.
Temperature is one of such characteristics and through it, performance in terms of energy
conversion efficiency can be, if not calculated straightforward, estimated. Additionally, an
energy transport mechanism is required. A fluid, in this case underground (or where applicable,
injected) water, is used to extract energy from the earth and, depending on which phase such
water is found, one method or another for power generation will be used. Phase, as expected,
depends on underground temperature, but also on pressure. Depending on the depth at which
a reservoir is located or water is being extracted, temperature and pressure will vary and so will
1

its phase. Temperature is closely related to phase and high-temperature reservoirs will tend to
have high levels of water vapour. These are the most desired reservoirs for power generation as
vapour is readily available and high temperatures allow for higher efficiencies and net work
outputs. For mid ranges of temperatures, larger quantities of water are present (i.e.
thermodynamic quality of geothermal fluid can be between 40-60 %) and additional equipment
for power generation is needed. Lastly, low-temperature reservoirs will most likely have much
lower ratios of vapour to liquid. With this condition, power generation becomes difficult and
performances are shadowed by other energy sources.
Of all underground water reservoirs, low-temperature geothermal reservoirs represent the
smallest section of the geothermal power generation market and, given the current
technological development, provide low power generation and low thermal efficiency.
Paradoxically, these are, generally speaking, the shallowest and more easily reachable of all
geothermal reservoirs. Drilling capabilities hinder exploration for deep reservoirs which would
provide high-quality high-temperature water. For these reasons, it is desired to study the
geothermal resource and find ways to make low-temperature reservoirs more appealing for
power generation.
On the other hand, intermittency and variability in solar thermal energy systems (and any solar
energy system for that matter), reduces its reach in the energy market, introducing the need
for base load fossil fuel sources, such as coal or natural gas. Using solar-based energy systems
to fuel electric grids would be a difficult task as daily energy consumption fluctuates and large
energy storage system would be required. Here, an interesting opportunity arises as
geothermal energy (given its constant energy flow condition) could be used for base load use,
with solar thermal systems as enhancement. Furthermore, through combination of solar and
geothermal sources, low-temperature reservoirs could be improved and better performances
be obtained.
If temperature of geothermal fluids is increased, while maintaining a constant ambient
temperature, then it is expected for overall energy efficiency to increase as maximum
theoretical efficiency (Carnot’s efficiency) will do too.
2

Nevertheless, given the large variability of both energy sources, it is necessary to develop a
dependable model to characterize the system. Through this model and with specific field data,
preliminary assessment for hybrid solar-geothermal systems can be performed. Therefore, it is
wished to develop a tool for technical assessment of hybrid systems of solar and geothermal
sources, and determine if with its implementation improvement of low-temperature, BinaryCycle geothermal power generation plants can be obtained.

1.1. Objectives
The objectives to be achieved in the realization of this project are:
1.1.1. General Objective
To develop an evaluation tool for hybrid geothermal-solar thermal power generation plants
looking at energetic, entropic, exergetic, economic and environmental aspects.



1.1.2. Specific Objectives
Carry out a literature review of the current geothermal energy sector, encompassing
energy conversion technologies and the energy source itself.



Study current solar thermal technologies and hybrid-geothermal power plants.



Perform thermodynamic analysis over standard binary-cycle geothermal power plants.



Generate a computer model using EES (Engineering Equation Solver) to evaluate the
thermodynamic aspect of the selected power plant, perform real-data tuning and
sensitivity analysis.



Incorporate solar-thermal system to computer model previously developed.



Perform basic economical and environmental analysis over the developed hybrid power
generation systems.



Perform analysis over developed model with different working fluids.



Perform case study analysis over pre-established operation conditions.



Determine if increase of temperature of working fluid, under same operational
conditions, results in better operational performance (net work output and efficiencies).

3

2. Geothermal Energy Review
2.1. Geothermal Energy
Geothermal energy has been used since the early 20th century to generate electricity and
for tens of hundreds of years it has been used by human beings to heat up spaces and serve
as medicinal and relieving bathing areas (hot springs). The first power producing geothermal
well, though, was deployed in Lardarello, Tuscany, Italy in 1911 with low power output. As
of 2010, the entire Lardarello-Travale geothermal area accounts for 722 MW of installed
capacity (1). It is necessary, however, to mention the origin and understanding of such
energy.
Geothermal energy refers to both the energy stored and heat flow in the crust and lower
layers of the earth. This heat is present mainly due to two factors: gravitational forces that
attracted large amounts of matter during the planet’s creation, generating friction and
compressing forces. Once the accumulation of matter slowed down and internal processes
cooled down, the crust of the earth was formed, generating a low conductivity barrier that
maintains a relatively low heat flow to the outer space (2). The second source of energy
comes from radioactive decay of isotopes mainly found within the crust, which by having
long half lives, energy release is low, being estimated between 12 and 24x1030 J (3), (2).
140x1021 J are estimated to be stored only in the first 5 kilometres of the crust (4).
2.1.1. Characteristics
As mentioned earlier, geothermal energy has an advantage that no other source of energy
possesses. It is found everywhere in the world without any sort of intermittence, unlike
solar, wind, hydro, biomass and fossil fuels. Apart from this, if it is harnessed properly, there
is little environmental effect concerning greenhouse gas emissions (3).
The key aspect of geothermal energy lies in the increase of temperature with distance
below the surface; the deeper a well is constructed, the higher the temperature of rock and
subsurface water, or aquifer, will be. This temperature gradient is estimated to be, in
average, around 25 to 30 °C per kilometre and have a mean heat flux of 65-87 mW/m2 (2),
4

(3). Temperature gradients, nonetheless, are not constant nor the same around the planet,
giving places with high and low geothermal potentials, as power generation refers. This is
mainly due to closeness to seismically and volcanically active regions. Additionally,
geothermal reservoirs must meet a set of characteristics in order to be energetically and
financially feasible. Depending on type of rocks, amount of underground water,
permeability, salinity, temperature, etc. a viable project may be developed, for one or other
type of geothermal power plant (GPP).
2.1.2. Types of Reservoirs
Geothermal reservoirs vary greatly depending on several factors. Type of rocks present,
closeness to an active region, heat flux and underground water availability are the main
characteristics for which a reservoir may be characterized.


Types of rock determine many physical properties of the reservoir. Among them are
permeability to water and/or other substances (hydrocarbons, salts, etc.), grain size and
heat conductivity of the reservoir. These are very important as they control in many
ways the main actors in a geothermal reservoir: heat and water (or another fluid).
Depending on rock types and locations along the reservoir, heat flux (and temperature
profiles) as well as water flow may be altered positively or negatively once operation
begins, changing the natural flow and conditions of the underground system. Contact
surface area will depend on grain size and will also affect how well the geothermal fluid
will be able to extract the necessary heat or not.



Closeness to an active region will affect the temperature gradient as the constant
interaction and movements between tectonic plates generate additional heat sources.
These would most likely generate underground high temperature steam pockets or
reservoirs (if there is the correspondent underground water source), which in turn may
lead to higher efficiencies. It will, though, increase the chance of telluric movements and
reservoir instability.

5



Heat and underground water availability will most likely determine the type of GPP and
the time period for which it may be operational. These determine two characteristics,
which in turn lead to technical decisions: geothermal fluid temperature and phase.

Geothermal reservoirs may be classified as Natural Reservoirs and/or EGS Reservoirs.
The term Natural Reservoir groups every reservoir that naturally possesses all the
characteristics previously described. More specifically, underground water availability.
These are most likely found near aquifers and can be subdivided into three subgroups
according to the phase the geothermal fluid is present.


Steam dominated natural reservoirs, present a large ratio between the amounts of
vapour and liquid available underground, i.e. high thermodynamic quality. Steam may
be produced if both temperature and pressure are sufficient to evaporate a large
amount of the geothermal fluid. These reservoirs are the most efficient and power
producing as they have the highest temperatures (represented in high enthalpy
geothermal fluid) available (5), (6), (7).



Water (liquid phase) dominated natural reservoirs, less commonly used for power
generation; do not have the set of characteristics necessary to generate an important
amount of steam, i.e. low quality. Nonetheless, temperatures present are sufficient to
run low-efficiency, low-power generation systems. Heating and cooling are the main
users of this type of reservoir.



Double-phase natural reservoirs have a mid water-vapour quality which sets high
possibilities for both power generation, heating and cooling and CHP systems.

EGS Reservoirs, Enhanced (or Engineered) Geothermal System Reservoirs (4), refer to the
set of geothermal reservoirs artificially made, which prior enhancing, do not possess one or
several of the required conditions for a profitable reservoir. The basic idea behind EGS is the
use of drilling techniques to generate cracks in a reservoir in order to increase the surface
area and permeability (4) for already existing or injected fluid. This allows a higher heat and
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fluid flow through the rocks, improving the performance of the reservoir and the overall
GPP (8).
As with natural reservoirs, EGS reservoirs may present vapour-dominated, liquid phasedominated or double-phase characteristics, depending on the onsite conditions. There are
some research studies centered in the use of alternative working fluids, apart from water,
to retrieve energy from the earth. That is the case of CO2-based EGS (9). As part of an
additional effort to reduce CO2 levels in the atmosphere, it may be suitable to use this gas
from different sources (power plants, manufacturing processes, among others) as part of a
geothermal power plant, capturing and making it part of the cycle. According to Atrens et
al. (9), carbon-dioxide thermosiphons are competitive with water-based power plants, as
long as the right conditions are met. These are, in general terms, wider (larger diameter)
well sizes and shallower reservoirs. That way, buoyancy of CO2 is better exploited and losses
due to friction are avoided.
2.1.3. Technologies Available
Temperature was not explicitly related before with every characteristic, as many factors
contribute to it (well pressure) and field data is needed to obtain precise values. That is why
prior to any type of detailed GPP design, it is necessary to perform exploratory exercises
through boreholes in which not only temperature is measured at different depths, but
ground composition, salinity, pressure and water-vapour quality analysis, among others.
These will lead to a better understanding of the actual potential and situation of the
geothermal reservoir, which in turn will allow determining which type of GPP best suits the
needs and conditions.
Every geothermal power generation plant uses a commonly known process, which can be
observed in natural gas, coal and biofuel power plants. Rankine cycles enable the use of
high temperature/pressure fluids to generate electricity by implementation of steam
turbines coupled with electric generators. In these cycles, high temperature/pressure fluid
(generally steam) enters the turbine, expanding the gas and generating work; said work is
translated into electricity generation while the working fluid is condensed and cooled to be
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used again by pressurization and reheating. Geothermal energy comes into play as the heat
source (high temperature reservoir) of the system. Still, given the different temperature and
pressure levels at which the geothermal fluid can be obtained, GPPs need to be specialized
in order to obtain as much power as possible. Such GPP types are described as follows.


Dry Steam Power Plant.
Dry steam power plants use the highest temperature available in geothermal reservoirs.
These typically present temperatures of 200 °C to 350 °C and use exclusively steam
dominated reservoirs. As shown in Figure 1, geothermal fluid enters the turbine directly
which can only operate with gaseous-phase fluids. The name “dry” refers to the absence
of liquid fluid. Once power is extracted and the geothermal fluid is condensed it may or
not be reinjected into the reservoir (7). This decision is based upon economical,
production and environmental aspects. Depending on whether reservoir pressure is
maintained and fluid supply is enough (naturally), if the economical benefit of drilling an
injection well will support its cost, and whether or not the geothermal fluid may cause
environmental harm in the surface if dumped, a reinjection well may be pursued.

Figure 1. Schematic of Dry Steam Power Plant.


Flashing Power Plants.
Flash power plants, as dry steam power plants, require special turbine materials to
withstand dissolved materials in the geothermal fluid that could erode, oxidize or
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damage common steam turbines. The particularity of a flash power plant lies in the use
of both double-phase and liquid dominated reservoirs. Even though temperature ranges
from 130-150 °C (6), (7), (10) to approximately 200 °C and a small amount of geothermal
fluid is obtained in gaseous phase, through flashing, both phases can be separated and
vapour routed to the turbine. Flashing occurs as the mixture enters a low pressure
chamber, where pressure difference acts on the liquid phase causing part of its mass to
become gaseous. The benefits behind flashing include increasing vapour mass flow rate
and prevention of liquid from entering steam turbines. The schematic of the Flash
power plant, shown in Figure 2, shows a similarity between Flash and Dry GPPs.
Nonetheless, due to a smaller percentage of usable working fluid (not all the mass will
become gaseous), larger volumes of geothermal fluid must be used in the Flash GPPs.
Still, liquid phase fluid after flashing may be used as part of CHP or by reflashing. The
secondary vapour obtained may be used in an alternate low pressure turbine or in an
auxiliary inlet in the main turbine for further efficiency improvement (7).

Figure 2. Schematic of a Flash power plants.



Binary Cycle Power Plants.
The last type of GPP is the binary cycle power plant which uses two different working
fluids in order to obtain the most power possible from low-enthalpy, low temperature
geothermal reservoirs (6). Any reservoir with temperatures below 130-150 °C are not
suitable to develop flash power plants, as the energy required for the low pressure
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flashing devices, compared with the power output, is not financially satisfactory, not to
mention the lower efficiencies obtained. In order to have good performances from the
turbines, and the correct phase for them, it is necessary to implement a secondary, low
boiling point fluid. Transferring energy from the “hot” geothermal fluid to the secondary
working fluid through a heat exchanger, given its low boiling point, superheated gaseous
phase characteristics are obtained. With this state of high pressure and mid-low
temperature, it is possible to properly run the turbine and obtain a functional Rankine
cycle. Figure 3 shows a schematic of a binary power plant with preheating.

Figure 3. Schematic of a Binary Power Plant with preheating.
Depending on the type of secondary fluid used during the process, the Binary Cycle will
have a specific commercial name.
o Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC).
Based on the common Rankine cycle, GPPs may opt to use some sort of organic
fluid such as isobutene, isopentane, n-pentane, R123a, R600a, R152a, R245fa,
etc. (6), (11).
o Kalina Cycle.
Kalina cycle differs from an ORC as it uses a mixture of ammonia and water as
the secondary working fluid (12). This mixture may have different concentrations
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at different point of the cycle, especially if there are several processes along the
way.
It is necessary to mention that the GPPs described before are only the basic configurations,
and they can be subjected to alteration and additions such as preheaters, heat recovery
systems, coupled systems, tandem turbines and even combination of one or more type of
GPPs, in order to raise power generation, first law and second law efficiencies (13).
In terms of deployment and world use, Table 1, adapted from (14), shows the worldwide
installed capacity of geothermal power plants differentiated by type. It is clear that nearly
half of the total power production in geothermal plants is done via Single Flash and 2/3 by
flashing systems. This is the case as vapour-dominated reservoirs are hard to naturally come
by and geothermal reservoirs have predominant characteristics suitable for flashing
systems, i.e. medium temperature range and double-phased or liquid dominated.
Table 1. Worldwide GPPs installed capacity by power plant type. (14)
Geothermal Power Plants
Installed Capacity (MW)
Worldwide

Hybrid

Binary

2

1193

Single

Double

Dry

Flash

Flash

Steam

4552

2183

2822

The case of binary plants, on the other hand, is an interesting one as it represents only 11%
of the installed capacity and many plants were commissioned during the first decade of the
XXI century (14), giving very little experience as of their real performance. Moreover,
utilization of binary power plants has occurred as technology to harvest low temperature
geothermal fluids has become economically feasible (15).
In terms of sizing, geothermal power plants can be divided into three groups: small
(<10MW), medium and large (>55 MW) (14), where binary are in the lower group and,
depending on the reservoir, flash and dry steam power plants may be in the medium or
large group. According to (14), average sizing of power plants is given by Table 2.
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Table 2. Average GPP sizing. (14)

Type

Average sizing
(MW)

Binary

5

Single Flash

31

Double Flash

34

Dry Steam

46

2.1.4. Key Geothermal Aspects
Even though geothermal resources may seem endless given the numbers presented in
section 3.1, depletion of geothermal reservoirs is a reality that halts the development of the
industry and, with the correct set of characteristics, geothermal site can stop being
profitable after relatively short periods of time. Following are presented the effects of
energy extraction and geothermal reservoir use consequences.
2.1.4.1.

Reservoir Behaviour to Extraction

The problem with geothermal energy is its own heat rate, in relation with human
expectation and consumption. As commented earlier, the average heat rate from the inner
layers of the earth to the atmosphere is calculated to have an upper limit close to
90mW/m2. As highly active zones are confined areas with determined sizes, only a certain
amount of heat may be naturally replenished. The availability of geothermal energy is given
by stored heat within the earth itself and its low heat conductivity. This has allowed large
masses of land to gain high temperature, which are in the end exploited. Therefore, tapping
geothermal reservoirs is essentially different from solar energy, as the latter is a result of
“constant”, large heat flux through radiation, whereas geothermal is based on the storage
capacity of the earth and a constant, low heat flux, mainly through conduction (16).
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Energy extracted through geothermal power plants (and heating systems) is mainly stored
energy; the key aspect in the operation of one of these plants is the ratio of heat extraction
and heat replenishment, heat re-storage or heat recovery. If less or equal quantities of
energy are extracted than those which are naturally transported to the system (reservoir),
then it may be considered an “endless” source of energy and the thermodynamic conditions
of the system will not change. Otherwise, and as is most commonly employed (17), (8), if
more energy is extracted than is replenished, then the reservoir will suffer changes that will
be further discussed.
2.1.4.2.

Energy Extraction Consequences

Consequences arising from high rates of extraction are centered in two main factors:
artificial heat flow to the reservoir and operational parameters changes.


Artificial heat flow arises as a result of temperature and pressure decrease along the
reservoir (17). Once more energy is extracted than the one replenished, temperature
inside the reservoir is slowly diminished, causing unbalance in the thermodynamic state
of the system. As a new temperature profile emerges, border conditions cause a higher
heat rate or even new sources of heat flow (18), (8). This will eventually cause, if
appropriate rates are maintained, a new stable thermodynamic state, with a higher heat
flow within the reservoir, able to support GPPs’ power production rates. If, on the
contrary, productions rate are maintained much higher than the production limit, then a
fast decline in thermodynamic properties will happen within the production period,
causing possible shut downs or reduced productivity.



Operation parameters, i.e. thermodynamic properties (temperature, pressure, quality,
enthalpy, etc.), will be significantly reduced as more stored energy is extracted.

Figures 4 and 5 are examples of pressure and natural discharge decline in the LardarelloTravale reservoir over a period of operation of over 60 years. Figure 4 compares
simulation results with field data, showing a dramatic fall in pressure, and subsequently
natural discharges.
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Figure 5. Simulated natural discharge from
Lardarello Reservoir. (1)

Figure 4. Pressure decline in
Lardarello Reservoir. (1)

2.1.4.3.

Recuperation Time

Following decline in thermodynamic properties, it is necessary to stop production in order
to let the reservoir recuperate its original state (restore energy). According to O’Sullivan et
al. (5), recuperation time depends in both heat extraction rate and period of extraction,
primarily. By generalizing an energy balance analysis over a lumped geothermal reservoir, it
is possible to obtain an expression that gives an insight for the recuperation time needed,
depending on the parameters described before.
O’Sullivan et al. stated the following:
Knowing that in a natural state the energy flow to the surface from the reservoir equals the
energy entering the reservoir, i.e. Qin=Qout, then it can be established the energy balance
once extraction begins:

Accounting for the additional heat generated by the unbalanced system, Qrech, and the
heat extracted, Qextr, the change in energy within the reservoir is obtained,
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Assuming heat flow to the atmosphere, Qout, and heat generated by the unbalance, Qrech,
are equal and establishing a production ratio PR as

Assuming now that once production has stopped, all of Qin is used for recovery and the
total energy extracted from the system equals the recovery energy, then,

O’Sullivan postulated this equation to estimate the total recuperation time of a GPP, which
as reported in (5), follows other models for recuperation time in different set of conditions
and actual GPPs.

Figure 6. Simulations of reservoir pressure and temperature change over time at WairakeiTauhara Geothermal Power Plant. (5)
Simulations performed with data from Wairakei-Tauhara Geothermal Power Plant shown in
Figure 6, describe the expected performance in terms of pressure and temperature. Being a
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liquid-dominated (19), two phase reservoir (5), with flash and binary technology, the
production period analysed in the simulation is of 100 years (mid 1900s to mid 2000s) with
a PR of 4.75. Pressure-wise, the recuperation period is far faster than the production period,
mostly because of the natural recharge and liquid-based characteristic of the reservoir. On
the other hand, reservoir temperature, as expected by equation [6], takes about 4 times the
production period to recuperate to about 95%.
2.1.4.4.

Extraction Rates and Periods

As discussed before, production capacity and longevity depend on extraction rates and
periods. These vary from reservoir to reservoir and the natural heat flux of the system (prior
exploitation). Particularly, this heat flux can be considered as the theoretical limit for
sustainable extraction. If production does not surpass the replenishment of energy from
natural sources, then it can be considered as a totally sustainable production (constant
production line). On the other hand, if production surpasses this rate, depending on the PR
used, reduction of stored energy and thermodynamic property values will be observed.
There are four production pathways that can be implemented to obtain different results, as
per GPP production lifecycle refers. Figure 7, taken from (17), describe said pathways
according to energy extracted and time. As Axelsson describes in detail in (17), path one (1)
is set to establish energy production in the constant production line, without changes over
time. Of course, this pathway is merely idealized as it would incur in no changes over heat
flux, temperature or reservoir pressure. This represents, therefore, the unlimited energy
scenario.
Path two (2) entails a more realistic position as how a production scheme may be (and in
reality is) utilized. This is framed in the stepwise increase of production capacity until
sustainable production is attained. These reduce speculation in terms of energy production,
cutting down over dimensioning problems but require more installation, testing time and
investment.
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Figure 7. Pathways of energy production in a Geothermal Power
Plant. (17)
Path three (3), bases its operation in the overproduction-recess scheme. As overproduction
will eventually generate unprofitable reservoirs, a recess-recuperation period must be
scheduled. Depending on the production ratio, recuperation period may be of a similar
scale as the production period. This way, an on-off overall scenario will be formed.
Lastly, path four (4) utilizes the resource as much as possible, with similar levels of
production as three (3), but for a longer period. By performing said plan, energy production

Figure 9. Power Generation with low extraction
rate. (8)

Figure 8. Power Generation with high extraction
rate. (8)
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is raised but the resource is almost exhausted, leading to a much longer recuperation period
(generalized by O’Sullivan’s equation).
Energetically speaking, these pathways are different as the total energy extracted during a
determined production period varies. Comparing the approaches acting over the same
reservoir provides the same initial energy. However, as PR for every pathway is different,
extra reheating is different and new stable thermodynamic states can occur. Depending on
this factor, the real total energy available over a determined period varies from one
pathway to another. In (8), Rybach and Mongillo discuss results of comparing two different
pathways for the same reservoir, specified by high circulation rate (fluid extraction) and low
circulation rate. In it, result clearly state drastic differences in terms of production period.
Figures 8 and 9, taken from (8) show the results.
As can be observed, high extraction rate in Figure 8 starts around 45MW, but due to
parasitic energy load of the plant, by year 20 it cannot even maintain its own power
consumption. This happens as temperature decreases exponentially from 212 °C to about
100 °C and flow rate is kept constant at 1800 t/h. Figure 9 depicts a slower decrease,
starting at 12 MW with a constant parasitic load (high extraction rate suffers parasitic load
increase over time). Temperature shows a similar behaviour, losing only 25 °C during the
first ten years of operation and with a constant flow rate of 450 t/h. It takes the low
extraction rate, however, ten more years to reach the same level of energy extraction the
other pathway obtained (245 MWyear for high extraction rate and 250 MWyear for low
extraction rate). Still, production can continue by year 30, temperature is still over the 160
°C mark. By this comparison, it is still not clear which approach to energy extraction is
better. Depending on recuperation periods (of both pathways) and total energy extracted
over time, the total energy extracted may favour one or another. It is interesting to note
that these were paths 4 and 3, respectively.
2.1.5. Novelties, Fields of Ongoing Research
Although geothermal energy has been used for a considerable period of time, power
generation from it is a relatively new approach and has not obtained as much research and
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development as other sources of energy (fossil fuel). Two of these technological problems
have been the drilling itself and consequently the geothermal fluid temperature. Drilling of
geothermal well holes, though similar to oil and gas drilling, frames other problems as
extraction of water-vapour alters the inner system of the reservoir and, opposite to oil and
gas extraction, it is not a “mining” operation. Hence, stability of pressure and water levels is
necessary to ensure a safe and continuous operation. Additionally, intricate aquifer systems
may cause unexpected well failure and blowouts, as described by Bolton et al. in (20)
Drilling depth is another problem which limits geothermal penetration in the power
generation game. As discussed before, ground temperature increases with depth, and that,
in the end, determines the overall energy output and possible extraction. Drilling depth
limits for geothermal systems are in the order of 10000 m (3), giving locations with an
average temperature gradient a maximum temperature of 250-300 °C. Nonetheless, this
limit is economically impractical and most geothermal projects have well holes tapping
down to half of this limit (or less). Of course, higher temperature gradient systems exist and
are exploited, with temperature limits around 300-350 °C, at shallower locations.
With current attainable temperature levels, power generation becomes a problem since the
maximum theoretical efficiency of the extraction system, dictated by Carnot’s theorem,
depends on both atmospheric and geothermal temperatures.
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Table 3. Maximum theoretical efficiency for typical geothermal temperature
Geothermal temperature (°C)
Modified Carnot (left) – Carnot (Right)

Ambient temperature (°C)

100

150

200

250

300

350

-50

0.227

0.402

0.274

0.473

0.313

0.529

0.347

0.574

0.376

0.611

0.402

0.642

-40

0.210

0.375

0.258

0.449

0.298

0.507

0.333

0.554

0.362

0.593

0.388

0.626

-30

0.193

0.349

0.242

0.426

0.283

0.486

0.318

0.535

0.349

0.576

0.375

0.610

-20

0.176

0.322

0.227

0.402

0.269

0.465

0.304

0.516

0.336

0.558

0.363

0.594

-10

0.160

0.295

0.211

0.378

0.254

0.444

0.291

0.497

0.323

0.541

0.350

0.578

0

0.144

0.268

0.197

0.355

0.240

0.423

0.278

0.478

0.310

0.524

0.338

0.562

10

0.129

0.241

0.182

0.331

0.226

0.402

0.264

0.459

0.297

0.506

0.326

0.546

20

0.114

0.214

0.168

0.307

0.213

0.381

0.252

0.440

0.285

0.489

0.314

0.530

30

0.099

0.188

0.154

0.284

0.200

0.359

0.239

0.421

0.273

0.471

0.303

0.514

40

0.084

0.161

0.140

0.260

0.187

0.338

0.226

0.402

0.261

0.454

0.291

0.498

Table 3 shows values for Carnot’s theorem efficiency (right) and for Modified Carnot’s
theorem efficiency. It is possible to notice how for low temperature reservoirs, efficiency is
more dependent on atmospheric temperature than on reservoir temperature. It is
necessary to subtract from these numbers energy losses from the operation, efficiencies of
turbines, heat exchangers, condensers, etc. As such, Table 3 gives a hint of why geothermal
energy is not more highly promoted. In practice, the two temperatures will have a direct
impact on the performance of any plant, be it Dry Steam, Flash or Binary, as design
temperature of operation will hardly ever be maintained constant, causing changes in the
estimated power output and efficiency (21).
2.1.5.1.

Exergetic Analysis

Other important item that needs to be taken into consideration is exergy along the different
stages of the geothermal power production plant. Given the thermal aspect of this type of
operations and the necessary control over temperatures, an additional criterion is utilized
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to assess the systems. Exergetic analysis should be performed to understand the real
potential of the plant, and make the most of the resources.
The significant difference between exergy and energy potentials of a geothermal reservoir is
based upon the fact that, unlike energy potential, exergy is a measure of the usable energy
to do work in a thermal setting. Given the irreversible nature of thermal cycles and the
generation of entropy, not all the energy can be usefully extracted, giving a “false”
impression of the system’s performance, if only energy efficiency (first law efficiency) is
considered. Exergy efficiency, or second law efficiency, describes the relationship between
power generation and total exergy of the system (as opposed to total energy). Since exergy
is lower or equal to energy for a determined thermodynamic state, overall second law
efficiency will tend to be higher than first law efficiency.
(22), (23), (24), (10) and (11) provide insight for approaches to take exergy as a design
parameter, from fluid choice for ORC systems (22), combinations of economical and
exergetic behaviours (23), to analysis and optimization of operating power plants (24), (10),
(11), encountering exergy destructive equipment or processes, delineating strategies and
performance parameters to obtain improved results. One example of these is the reduction
of reinjection water temperature as much as possible. Since turbines can’t extract all the
thermal energy from the fluid, part of that energy is wasted both in condensation and
reinjection. Condensation (cooling of the geothermal fluid) and reinjection are two
important processes in any GPP as the first enables a better thermal cycle and the second
one prevents pressure problems along the reservoir and avoids environmental
contamination from diluted substances in the geothermal fluid. By reducing the fluid’s
temperature (extracting as much energy as possible), energy input for cooling is reduced
and overall efficiencies rise up. The issue turns back again to technological limitation, given
the difficulty to extract energy from low temperature fluids. Therefore, other energy seizing
methods must be employed, such as CHP (24), aquaculture or hydrogen liquefaction (25).
Any type of energy harnessing system that could draw as much energy as possible would
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evidently help to obtain less exergy destruction at the end of any GPPs cycle, and higher
profit margins.
2.1.5.2.

Modelling

Modelling of geothermal power plants and reservoirs plays a major role in the industry as
many investment, performance and development decisions require of a degree of certainty
that physical experimentation can’t offer. This occurs as physical modelling of reservoirs
(meeting the necessary conditions) is impractical. By this reason, experimentation over
computational models is the preferred choice. Nonetheless, realistic models can only be
obtained and studied throughout obtention of critical data, which proves to be a lengthy
and expensive process (26). Reservoirs can only be properly assessed by means of
exploratory bore holes in which different aspects of the grounds (temperature, pressure,
composition, permeability, etc.) are measured. With the sufficient number of bore holes, it
is possible to determine a 3D map of the reservoir, knowing the distribution of different
type of soils, temperatures, pressures and water levels, among others. In any case, said bore
holes require of equipment and actual drilling.
Once the necessary information is obtained, a computational model of the geothermal
reservoir can be generated and border conditions established to meet, as closely to reality
as possible, with operation conditions. Many computational codes and programs are
available nowadays to obtain accurate representations and results, such as Matlab,
TOUGH2 (16), (1), (27), or SHEMAT (28). With these, it is possible to estimate future
behaviours of geothermal reservoirs and plan well ahead of time strategies to prevent
problems, generate as less losses as possible and understand the underlying mechanisms
that govern the conditions of a reservoir, once operation has commenced.

2.2. Solar Thermal Energy Systems
Solar radiation for temperature increase is the idea behind solar thermal energy systems.
Contrary to photovoltaic systems (PV) which use the photoelectric phenomenon to produce
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an electric current, every solar thermal system uses heat in the form of radiation to heat,
directly or indirectly, a working fluid to use later in turbines, work producing mechanisms or
for heating and cooling purposes. Passive or active systems differ in which the firsts do not
“follow” the sun, as to improve optical efficiency and obtain as much solar radiation as
possible, whereas active systems, through several mechanisms, perform different
movements and positioning along the day to obtain the most possible perpendicular
approach.
The main solar thermal systems currently used and studied are flat plate collectors,
parabolic troughs, dish collectors and solar towers. The last three are denominated
concentration collectors as they take advantage of optical features of parabolic plates and
paraboloids to focus as much heat as possible in one particular point, increasing
temperature above 120 °C, generally (29). Dish collectors and solar towers are the largest of
solar thermal systems, with much higher temperatures (750 - 1000 °C). In terms of power
generation, from a few kW to several MW can be produced, all depending on solar
conditions, size of the solar field, energy storage and working fluid used. (30)

2.3. Hybrid Geothermal Systems
Hybrid geothermal systems can be represented as the use of solar and other energy source
for power generation, as well as the use of parallel or in series geothermal technologies.
Such idea happens with Cascading Flashing Systems, where several flashing steps are used
along the power plant to run one or several turbines at different pressure levels. Flashing
and binary cycles, as bottoming systems, can be used to extract as much energy as possible
and reduce energy output to the environment (30).
As for geothermal and other energy sources, development is still required, but several
studies, in particular solar and geothermal, have been carried out where alternative
configurations of systems, energy and temperature levels show interesting results, not only
for power generation (31), (32), (33), but for heating and cooling purposes (34).
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3. Thermodynamic Analysis
To understand and take advantage of geothermal and solar-thermal power plants, it is
necessary to look at them from a thermodynamic point of view and obtain all the necessary
governing equations to generate appropriate models. Through thermodynamic analysis,
geothermal and solar thermal power plants can be better understood and proper selection of
units and constraints can be met.

3.1. Geothermal
For the GPP thermodynamic study, Binary Cycle systems must be utilized. Given the level of
complexity these power plants can acquire to increase their performance, the following
schematic will be employed as base for the study.

Figure 10. Schematic of Binary Cycle Geothermal Power Plant with preheating
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As shown in the previous figure, the Binary Cycle power plant operates under a Rankine
cycle with preheating, through implementation of a heat exchanger between pressurized
working fluid (state 5) and “cold” geothermal fluid (state 7). The main components and
thermodynamic states are listed in the following tables.
Table 4. Binary Cycle Geothermal Power Plant Units
Unit

Unit Identification Number

abbreviation

(in parenthesis in Fig. 10)

HXGW

1

Turbine

TB

2

Condenser

CD

3

Pump (Compressor)

CM

4

Preheater

HX2

5

Unit name
Main heat exchanger
(Boiler)

Table 5. Binary Cycle GPP Operation (Thermodynamic) States
Operation
(Thermodynamic)

Description

Fluid

Unit

Geothermal Fluid (e.g. brine)

HXGW

state
1

Extracted Geothermal
Fluid

2

Heated working fluid

Working Fluid (e.g. n-pentane)

HXGW,TB

3

Expanded WF

Working Fluid (e.g. n-pentane)

TB, CD

4

Condensed WF

Working Fluid (e.g. n-pentane)

CD,CM

5

Compressed WF

Working Fluid (e.g. n-pentane)

CM,HX2

6

Preheated WF

Working Fluid (e.g. n-pentane)

HX2, HXGW

7

Cooled GF

Geothermal Fluid (e.g. brine)

HX2, HXGW

8

Injecting GF

Geothermal Fluid (e.g. brine)

HX2

9

Condensing fluid

Cooling fluid (e.g. air)

CD

10

Heated condensing fluid

Cooling fluid (e.g. air)

CD
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With the established schematic for the geothermal power plant, the thermodynamic
analysis is carried out for each unit, where mass, energy and entropy balances, as well as
exergy destruction calculations are performed.
3.1.1. Assumptions
In order to perform a thermodynamic analysis over the geothermal power plant it is
necessary to reduce the problem through a set of assumptions, as it is an open-ended
problem and may be treated in different ways. The assumptions are presented as follows.


The power plant is assumed to run under steady state operation.



Change in kinetic and potential energy is considered negligible. System is considered
non-reactive



Geothermal Fluid is assumed as water for thermodynamic properties.

When analysing systems, it is important to take into consideration the last assumption. As
geothermal fluids have varying amounts of dissolved salts and other minerals, these will
affect boiling point temperatures. For such reason, attention to properties close to phase
change regions is important. Similarly, comparison of model results with field data (under
the situations previously mentioned) is expected to show differences.
Now, using the previously defined nomenclature for the different thermodynamic states,
the equations for each unit are defined.
3.1.2. Main Heat Exchanger (Boiler)
Mass balance:

For geothermal fluid:

For working fluid:
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Energy balance:

For geothermal fluid:

For working fluid:

Entropy balance:

Exergy destruction:
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3.1.3. Turbine
Mass balance:

Energy balance:

If Wout is known before using previous equation, then

Else, Qlost,t is 0.
The term ηt refers to isentropic efficiency of the turbine. The method described
in (35) is used, providing isentropic efficiency of the turbine as an input variable.

Entropy balance:
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Exergy destruction:

3.1.4. Condenser
Mass balance:

For cooling fluid:

For working fluid:

Energy balance:

For cooling fluid:

For working fluid:
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(Lost to environment)
Entropy balance:

Exergy destruction:

3.1.5. Compressor
Mass balance:

Energy balance:

If Wp is known before using previous equation, then
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Else, Qlost,t is 0.
The term ηc refers to isentropic efficiency of the compressor. The method
described in (35) is used, providing isentropic efficiency of the compressor as an
input variable.

Entropy balance:

Exergy destruction:

3.1.6. Preheater
Mass balance:

For geothermal fluid:
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For working fluid:

Energy balance:

For geothermal fluid:

For working fluid:

Entropy balance:

Exergy destruction:
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3.1.7. Exergy of States

3.2. Solar Thermal-Geothermal Hybrid System
Given the wide variety of detail with which solar thermal systems can be characterised, and
the focus of the study towards the geothermal aspect, a general approximation for this
section is selected.
As it was explained previously, implementation of solar thermal systems comes from the
desire to increase the geothermal fluid’s temperature and, as a result, power output
improvement. With higher temperature levels for low-temperature reservoirs, Carnot’s
efficiency is expected to increase, as seen in Table 3 (page 20). Several configurations and
systems can be employed to incorporate solar thermal energy into the pre established
system, as described by (31), (33), (32). For simplicity and following up to certain extent the
model of Astolfi et al. in (32) (Fig. 4.a.), the schematic for the hybrid solar-geothermal plant
studied is presented as follows.
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Figure 11. Schematic of Hybrid Solar-Geothermal Binary Cycle Power Plant with preheating
Table 6. Hybrid Solar-Geothermal Binary Cycle Power Plant Units
Unit

Unit Identification Number

abbreviation

(in parenthesis in Fig. 11)

HXGW

1

Solar Unit

SO

2

Turbine

TB

3

Condenser

CD

4

Pump (Compressor)

CM

5

Preheater

HX2

6

Unit name
Main heat exchanger
(Boiler)
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Table 7. Hybrid Solar-Geothermal Binary Cycle Power Plant Operation (Thermodynamic)
States
Operation
(Thermodynamic)

Description

Unit

Geothermal Fluid (e.g. brine)

HXGW

HXhi

HXGW,SO

HXco

SO,TB

So

TB, CD

TBo

CD,CM

CDo

CM,HX2

CMo

HX2, HXGW

HXci

state
1

2

Extracted
Geothermal Fluid
Heated working

EES State

Fluid

Working Fluid (e.g. n-

fluid

pentane)
Working Fluid (e.g. n-

abbreviation

3

Solar Unit

4

Expanded WF

5

Condensed WF

6

Compressed WF

7

Preheated WF

8

Cooled GF

Geothermal Fluid (e.g. brine)

HX2, HXGW

HXho

9

Injecting GF

Geothermal Fluid (e.g. brine)

HX2

RIho

10

Condensing fluid

Cooling fluid (e.g. air)

CD

CDci

Cooling fluid (e.g. air)

CD

CDco

11

Heated condensing
fluid

pentane)
Working Fluid (e.g. npentane)
Working Fluid (e.g. npentane)
Working Fluid (e.g. npentane)
Working Fluid (e.g. npentane)

Units 1 and 3 through 6 are modeled in the same fashion as before. For unit 2 (solar
collector), given the large number of solar thermal systems available (parabolic troughs, flat
plates, etc.) and varying solar irradiation conditions depending on location, time of day and
weather conditions to mention but a few, it was decided to assume it as a heat exchanger
with only one working fluid and a constant heat input. This configuration differs from other
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studies as it uses only one working fluid throughout the closed cycle, unlike (32), (33) and
(31), which take a secondary circuit and working fluid for the solar collector unit.
Assuming a constant heat input in unit 2, although unrealistic, is taken to simplify
calculation as the main concern of the study is the general behaviour of the power plant,
not the particular solar unit. In order to correctly simulate unit 2, average solar radiation
data over extended period of time must be used.
The mass, energy, entropy and exergy analysis equations are presented as follows.
3.2.1. Solar Unit
Mass balance:

Energy balance:

Where I is average solar radiation in [kW/m2], A is total solar collector area in [m2] and
is the solar collector efficiency.
Entropy balance:
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Exergy destruction:

Numbering system for the other states of the power plant is changed accordingly.
With heat input from the solar unit, temperature of the working fluid will increase as well as
Carnot’s efficiency. On the other hand, by addition of solar thermal systems, it is possible to
use lower temperature reservoirs that cannot completely evaporate the working fluid, as it
would provide the amount necessary for it. This would not necessarily be reflected in better
efficiencies but rather in use of previously unfit resources.
As a result of modeling the solar thermal unit in this way, it can be viewed, not as a real
solar collector unit but rather as a thermal unit which provides constant energy output from
oscillating solar radiation input. Energy storage system coupled with this source can include
latent heat or transient heat storage systems with additional fluids. It is important to
highlight the intention of the research, analysing overall behaviours under steady state
conditions (which can be further developed to accommodate real solar radiation regimes).
Moreover, the solar unit model used could be manipulated to study other energy sources,
such as waste energy.
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4. Economic and Environmental Analysis
As part of analyses that must be done when studying power plants, particularly alternatives to
improve their performances, economical aspects of the solution at hand and the environmental
impact that will come with it must, be addressed. Yet, since both of this analysis can constitute
complete studies on their own, a general aspect of each is only taken into consideration here.

4.1. Economic Analysis
For the case of economical analysis, it is possible to obtain several investment and
operation indicators that will ultimately help with go-no go decisions of implementation.
Following ISO standard ISO 15663-2 for Petroleum and Gas Industries (36), which
encapsulates life cycle costing, indicators such as NPV, IRR, WACC and PI, among others, can
be used. Nonetheless, Levelized Cost of Energy, or LCOE, which is an adaptation of the latter
indicators to the energy sector, is widely used and gives base to comparison with other
energy sources (37), (38), (39). For this reason, LCOE is chosen as the sole economical
indicator.
LCOE can be calculated with the following equation, adapted from (37).

Multiple methods of calculating and estimating the different parameters exist. Work output
is the main parameter which is calculated from the previous section. Discount rate i and
operation lifetime n may vary depending several conditions and can be assumed as a
control variables. For costs, estimated costs per installed kW were assumed with the
following ranges.
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Table 8. Costs breakdown for LCOE analysis.
Rate for Binary Cycle Geothermal

Rate for Solar Thermal

(US$/kWh)

(US$/kWh)

Initial investment

2100-5200

6000-7300

Maintenance

152-187

30-42

OPEX (Operation costs)

152-187

30-42

Costs

Information was taken from (30). Investment return is assumed as a percentage of the
initial investment, paid annually.

4.2. Environmental Analysis
In terms of environmental analysis, green house gases (GHG) emissions are considered as
the decision making and comparing mechanism. Based on CO2 equivalent emission rates per
energy production, it is possible to obtain generalized GHG emissions per energy source.
One important aspect to take into consideration when determining GHG emissions is the
energy source and how power production processes are carried out. Depending on the
technology, operation emissions can be higher than installation-related emissions, or vice
versa. Particularly for Binary Cycle geothermal power plants and solar thermal systems,
GHG emissions are calculated to be as a result of installation and commissioning processes,
not operational. For geothermal systems in general, underground fluids may contain traces
of non-condensing gases (30), (40), (41), (42) that will generate difficulties to normal
operation in condensing and pumping units, when direct use of geothermal fluids are
implemented. Because of this, dry-steam and flashing systems dispose of these gases to the
atmosphere before condensing and pumping. As for Binary Cycle systems, since geothermal
fluids are not directly used, such drawback can be avoided and, if every pipeline circuit is
closed to the environment, only minor leakage may be consider for operation-related GHG
emissions.
From the latter, it can be implied that GHG for Binary Cycle geothermal power plants, GHG
emissions are due to commissioning related processes. In order to calculate these numbers,
a thorough and long study of every element pertinent to the power plant under
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consideration should be performed, and relations of GHG emissions for every element
should be utilized. To avoid such endeavour and have a more general view of the subject, it
is possible to obtain estimated GHG emissions per power plant, depending on their power
generation, through Life Cycle emission analysis (43), (44). Although it is not directly related,
as it would be with any fossil-fuel fired power plant, power generation per power plant type
and energy source are commonly used, providing ranges of GHG emissions per kilowatthour.
From reviewing the aforementioned sources, and using data from Hondo (44), the values
used for the study (which can be subject to change) are presented in Table 9.

Table 9. GHG emission rates per energy source
GHG emission rate

Energy source

(gCO2eq/kWh)

Geothermal (Binary

15

Cycle)
Solar thermal

36

LNG

607

Oil

742

Coal

975

Solar thermal systems have a similar behaviour as Binary cycle geothermal systems in terms
of commissioning and operation GHG emissions.
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5. Computational Modelling
Based on the thermodynamic analysis established, it is possible to generate a computer model
to simulate and study the desired power plants. The computer software chosen to develop the
program is EES, Engineering Equation Solver.

5.1. Engineering Equation Solver (EES)
The computational tool used to develop the power plants models, EES, is a program
developed by S.A. Klein with F-Chart Software for Microsoft Windows OS. Engineering
Equation Solver is a program that provides “*...+ [solutions for] a set of algebraic equations
[...], solve differential equations, equations with complex variables, do optimization, provide
linear and non-linear regressions and generate publication-quality plots.” (45) Given the
previous attributes, as well as the relative programming simplicity, EES turns to be a good
solution when dealing with iteration processes. But most importantly, the greatest
advantages of the program are the built-in thermophysical property and mathematical
functions libraries, which permit a simple and quick access to thermodynamic properties
and iterative programming. With a large number of commonly used fluids in thermal
applications, thermodynamics and heat transfer problems can be more easily solved.

5.2. Model Design
The thermodynamic model developed in EES is based on the previous balances of mass,
energy, entropy and exergy (eq. 7 to 87). It is important to mention, though, that in order to
implement these equations every thermodynamic state (from 1 to 11) must be fully
determined or be treated as output variables from a unit’s set of equations. Moreover,
given that enthalpy and entropy, for example, can’t be easily measured in a real setting,
these must be calculated from other thermodynamic properties (such as temperature,
pressure, specific volume or quality) and known parameters for each unit (e.g. isentropic
efficiency). Enthalpy and entropy are the main properties for energy, entropy and exergy
calculations.
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Because of this, and considering temperature and pressure the main input properties
utilized, equations 7 to 87 must be slightly altered to meet this issue and to facilitate
programming.
5.2.1. EES Programming
When solving problems in EES, it is important to understand the two environments of
interest of the software: “Main program” and “Procedures”. Main program, as the name
suggests, is the main and most used part of the software. Variables and equations can be
defined (without any particular order and explicitly or implicitly) and as long as there is a
corresponding number of variables and equations, the system can be solved. Procedures
differ from the main program as they are subprograms, in which routines and iterations can
be implemented. Conditional operations and control over information processing are
available, meaning stricter programming rules when defining variables. For instance, no
implicit equations are allowed. Procedures are only connected to the main program through
input and output variables and are not affected by other parts of the main program, or
other procedures. With these, procedures become useful tools when repetitive calculations
are necessary and/or iterative processes are needed.
In order to generate a procedure, the following scheme must be written at the beginning of
the main program (in bold are elements to change in each procedure):
PROCEDURE NAME (Input_1,Input_2,Input_3,…,Input_n:Output_1,Output_2,Output_3,…,Output_n)
Procedure body
Output_1=…
Output_2=…
Output_3=…
Output_n=…
END

With the previous information and in order to facilitate programming, operation and
adjustments, equations 7 to 87 are altered and written in procedures (one procedure per
unit), leaving overall power plant calculations for the main program.
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5.2.2. Procedures
Following are described the main parts of the procedures regarding equations 7 to 87 in
bold. Full EES code is provided as Appendix 1.
5.2.2.1.

Main Heat Exchanger (HXGW) and Preheater (HX2), HX

Since boilers and preheaters are thermodynamically the same and play the same roll of
increasing working fluid’s temperature, one procedure can be used for both units. The
procedure in this case is named HX. The heat exchangers are assumed to operate under
counter-flow condition.
PROCEDURE HX(…)
if (x>=0) and (x=<1) Then;
h_hi=ENTHALPY(HFluid$,x=x,T=T);s_hi=ENTROPY(HFluid$,x=x,T=T); else
h_hi=ENTHALPY(HFluid$,T=T,P=P);s_hi=ENTROPY(HFluid$,T=T,P=P);
endif

Property_name=PROPERTY(FLUID,var1=var1_name,var2=var2_name)

The previous lines show examples of two important features. First, thermodynamic
properties can be called from the built-in database, as seen in the template at the last line.
It is known that a thermodynamic state is fully determined once two independent, intensive
thermodynamic properties are known. Therefore, two properties are needed. The default
variables to be used are temperature and pressure since these are the most commonly
measured in real operations. Unfortunately, when a two-phase condition (i.e. saturated
state) occurs, these properties are not independent and a third variable is needed, hence
the use of quality x. Second, since programming is done to accommodate as many
conditions as possible, it is necessary to provide PROCEDURE HX with the three properties
(temperature, pressure and quality) and write conditional operations. In this case, quality
must be used only if the condition of 0=<x<=1 (saturated state) is met.
ex_hi=h_hi-h_h0-T_0*(s_hi-s_h0);
ex_ci=h_ci-h_c0-T_0*(s_ci-s_c0);
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Equations, as described before, must be explicit and all “input” variables for said equation
must be previously defined. As an example, exergy (ex) for each fluid (h, c) going into (i) the
heat exchanger are calculated with enthalpies (h), entropies (s) and temperature (T) as
inputs (_hi, _ci) and in the ambient state (0).
Once the input states for both fluids are known, the main issue with heat exchangers is to
obtain output temperatures. Equation 89 will be used to model heat exchangers.

This equation describes the energy relation between the hot (liquid phase) fluid and the
cold fluid. The three terms in the right hand side (sensible heat for liquid and gas phase, and
latent heat of vaporization) are the three possible energy changes which the cold fluid
might face. Therefore, depending on the particular situation, one, two or the three terms
will be used by conditional testing. With this, temperature increase (decrease) and phase
change can be modeled with only one procedure. If two or more terms of the right hand
side of equation 89 are used, the system can be thought as independent heat exchangers,
one for each term, but the effects are looked as one single unit.
Efficiency of heat exchanger makes reference to heat loss to the environment. Since a
fraction of the hot fluid’s enthalpy will be lost, and accounting for it without extensive heat
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transfer calculations is desired, the term is used. Depending on the situation, eq. 89 can be
modified. It is important to mention the need to establish a temperature difference
between at least one outlet and its opposite inlet. Given the purpose of heating the cold
fluid, the difference between the hot inlet and the cold outlet will be used for this reason
and assumed as an input variable (deltaT_des1HX).
i=0;
T_hm[i-1]=T_hi
T_hm[i]=T_hi-1
T_co=T_hi-deltaT_des1HX;
T_cb=TEMPERATURE(CFluid$,P=P_ci,x=0)

if(T_co>T_cb) Then; GOTO 1;else
if(T_cb>T_co) Then; GOTO 2;else
if(abs(T_cb-T_co)>0.01) Then; GOTO 3;
endif;endif;endif

Three cases are found as a result of equation 89. Depending on whether the output cold
fluid is liquid, vapour or saturated fluid, which depends on the output temperature and
pressure, one of the following methods must be used to calculate the remaining
temperature (or quality).
Vapour:
1:
T_cml=(T_ci+T_cb)/2
T_cmv=(T_cb+T_co)/2
c_h[i-1]=Cp(HFluid$,T=T_hm[i-1],P=P_hi)
c_h[i]=Cp(HFluid$,T=T_hm[i],P=P_hi)
c_cl=Cp(CFluid$,T=T_cmf,P=P_ci)
c_cv=Cp(CFluid$,T=T_cmv,P=P_ci)
h_fg=Enthalpy_vaporization(CFluid$,T=T_cb)

The previous lines define average temperatures for cold fluid as a liquid and vapour, heat
capacities for both fluids and latent heat of vaporization for the cold fluid. Additionally to
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the conditional test for output temperature, input quality must be addressed to prevent
errors in calculation regarding phase change.
The calculation methodology used, although varies depending on the situation, is based in
calculating average temperatures for sensible heat transfer regimes, obtaining an average
heat capacity to be further used in temperature output calculations, using equation 89.
Given that the outcome of this methodology, hot fluid’s output temperature T_ho, is
required in some cases to determine average hot fluid’s average temperature, numerical
methods must be used.
To clarify the implementation of this method, it is important to establish the nature of this
equation. Eq. 89 can be used to determine temperature output for the hot fluid.

The intrinsic problem with equation 90 lies in the heat capacity for the hot fluid term. This
value, although up to a certain point could be considered constant, is dependent on the hot
fluid’s temperature. An approximation used for this sort of problems is obtaining an average
temperature (as mentioned before) to obtain an “averaged” heat capacity. Therefore, T h,out
in eq. 90 becomes a function of Cp,h, and by extension of the average temperature, Thm.
Other components of eq. 90 may be regarded as constants as all temperatures for the cold
fluid are known.
Newton-Raphson method could be implemented, yet, since heat capacity functions are built
in EES, Secant method, which approximates the derivative of the function with additional
information, is preferred. Furthermore, since Secant method is a root-finding algorithm and
eq. 89 does not have roots, a new function f is defined (46).
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Now with function f(Thm) and initial conditions for Tho calculated from equation 92 and 93
(assuming Thm close to Thi), the heat exchanger can be solved.

Iterations are set to stop when the difference between steps becomes less than 1x10-6 K
and T_ho is finally calculated. The previous case will occur if cold fluid is liquid when
entering the heat exchanger. Depending on the initial condition for quality, changes in
function f happen. Numerical methodology is kept the same.
Liquid and saturated fluid conditions are solved in a similar fashion. For saturated fluid, x is
to be calculated, meaning an additional condition is required. deltaT_des2HX, which relates
hot fluid output and cold fluid input, must be provided as an input variable. With all the
required information, remaining properties are calculated without further GOTO command.
Output conditions are calculated, for vapour and liquid conditions, as follows. When
saturated state is reached, quality instead of pressure is used.
P_ho=(1-P_loss)*P_hi
h_ho=ENTHALPY(HFluid$,T=T_ho,P=P_ho)
v_ho=VOLUME(HFluid$,T=T_ho,P=P_ho);
x_ho=QUALITY(HFluid$,T=T_ho,P=P_ho);
s_ho=ENTROPY(HFluid$,T=T_ho,P=P_ho);

P_co=(1-P_loss)*P_ci
h_co=ENTHALPY(CFluid$,T=T_co,P=P_co)
v_co=VOLUME(CFluid$,T=T_co,P=P_co);
x_co=QUALITY(CFluid$,T=T_co,P=P_co);
s_co=ENTROPY(CFluid$,T=T_co,P=P_co);

The last part of procedure HX deals with calculation of heat output Q_in1 (heat given by hot
fluid), heat output Q_in2 (heat received by cold fluid), heat lost to the environment Q_lostr,
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output temperatures for heat losses T_out, entropy generation S_gen, exergy destruction
calculated in two different ways Ex_dest and Ex_dest2, exergy difference for hot and cold
fluid DELTA_EXh, DELTA_EXc, and confirmation of correct exergy destruction calculation xd .
ex_ho=h_ho-h_h0-T_0*(s_ho-s_h0);
ex_co=h_co-h_c0-T_0*(s_co-s_c0);
Q_in1=m_hot*(h_hi-h_ho); Q_in2=m_cold*(h_co-h_ci); Q_lostr=Q_in1-Q_in2
T_out=TEMPERATURE(CFluid$,s=s_co,P=P_co)/2+TEMPERATURE(CFluid$,P=P_ci
,s=s_ci)/2
S_gen=m_hot*(s_ho-s_hi)+m_cold*(s_co-s_ci)+Q_lostr/T_out
Ex_dest=m_hot*(ex_hi-ex_ho)+m_cold*(ex_ci-ex_co)-Q_lostr*(1-T_0/T_out)
Ex_dest2=T_0*S_gen
DELTA_EXh=m_hot*(ex_hi-ex_ho)
DELTA_EXc=m_cold*(ex_co-ex_ci)
xd=Ex_dest-Ex_dest2
END

All properties and values after 5: are used as output variables for further calculations in the
main program.
5.2.2.2.

Turbine (TB)

The procedure Turbine involves fewer changes to equations 21 to 32. The most important
difference is the use of an efficiency term in Work output calculation regarding electric
generation. This affects the heat loss term, encompassing both turbine and generator.
PROCEDURE TURBINE(…)
Fluid_o$=Fluid$
T_i=pb1;
v_i=pb2;
h_i=ENTHALPY(Fluid$,T=T_i,v=v_i);
s_i=ENTROPY(Fluid$,T=T_i,v=v_i)

In the TURBINE procedure, input variables are named pb1 and pb2, but represent
temperature and volume (specific) from the previous unit’s output conditions.
h_h0=ENTHALPY(Fluid$,T=T_0,P=P_0);
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s_h0=ENTROPY(Fluid$,T=T_0,P=P_0);
ex_i=h_i-h_h0-T_0*(s_i-s_h0);
P_i=PRESSURE(Fluid$,T=T_i,v=v_i);x_i=QUALITY(Fluid$,T=T_i,v=v_i);
P_o=P_tbo
h_os=ENTHALPY(Fluid$,s=s_i,P=P_o)

The major assumption in the TURBINE procedure is given by P_o, the output pressure.
Given the geothermal temperature ranges, organic fluids with low boiling temperature
must be employed to obtain vapour and run the turbine. Nonetheless, given the shape of
the saturation bell in the T-s and P-v diagram for most working fluids, isentropic saturated
vapour condition (i.e. x=1 for h_os calculation) is not possible. For that reason, a design
condition for pressure is assumed.
W_out=eta_gen*eta_t*m*(h_i-h_os)
h_o=h_i-eta_t*(h_i-h_os)
s_o=ENTROPY(Fluid$,h=h_o,P=P_o)

5.2.2.3.

Condenser (CD)

Since condensers are also heat exchangers, the procedure developed is similar to procedure
HX. The differences lie in small subroutines where enthalpy calculation changes depending
on the cooling fluid to be used (particularly if this fluid is air, only temperature is required
by EES as an input variable) and not implementing numerical methods. Since output
temperature for hot fluid is set to be slightly smaller than boiling temperature, sensible heat
in liquid phase is neglected.
5.2.2.4.

Compressor (CM)

COMPRESSOR procedure is similar to TURBINE, but differs as the isentropic efficiency
approach is employed in a distinct matter, as shown in equations 47 to 58. Yet, pressure
output is also an input variable, being this time related to the boiler incoming cold fluid’s
pressure through pressure drop in the preheater.
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Reviewing Figure 10 (page 24), it is possible to notice how only streams 1 and 9 are
incoming flows (input variables) and 8 and 10 are outgoing flows (output variables).
Because of this, and taking into account the importance of geothermal temperature,
calculations are started in the boiler (HXGW). Yet, as described in section 6.2.2.1., input
conditions for cold fluids are necessary to thoroughly determine HXGW. Since this state (6
in Fig. 10) is not previously connected with states 1 or 2, nor with deltaT_des1HX (and
deltaT_des2HX relates it with state 7), incoming working fluid to HXGW must be treated as
an input stream. Once HXGW is determined, following Fig. 10 clockwise provides solution
(bearing in mind each unit’s specific conditions and constants) for TB, CD (introducing input
conditions for cooling fluid), CM and HX2. For HX2, streams 6 and 7 are already known and
correspond to cold fluid output and hot fluid input, respectively. Therefore, deltaT_des1HX
for HX2 is not an input variable but rather calculated from states 6 and 7. This way, with
knowledge of state 5 (compressor output), state 8 (discharge of geothermal fluid) can be
determined. Once all 10 states are known, and environmental conditions are given, main
program calculations can proceed as the system is fully determined.
5.2.2.5.

Solar Unit (S)

When implementing the solar unit in the binary cycle geothermal plant, changes in order of
calculation are similar to changes from Figures 10 to Figure 11.
Coding for solar unit is different from HX, HX2 and CD as it is only designed with one fluid.
PROCEDURE SOLAR
(Fluid$,T_i,v_i,Q_solar:h_o,s_o,ex_o,Q_in,Q_lost,S_gen,Ex_dest,Ex_dest2,T_out,T
_o,P_o,v_o,x_o,DELTA_EX,xd,Fluid_o$)
T_m=T_i
1:
P_o=P_i*(1-P_loss);
P_m=(P_i+P_o)/2
Cp=Cp(Fluid$,T=T_m,P=P_m)

Similarly to HX, though, working fluid’s phase as liquid, saturated fluid or vapour may exist
at the inlet of the solar unit. Hence, conditional tests regarding quality “x” are set.
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if(x_i<0) Then;
T_b=Temperature(Fluid$,x=0,P=P_m)
if (h_i+eta_S*Q_solar/m<enthalpy(Fluid$,T=T_b,x=0)) Then;
T_o=(eta_S*Q_solar)/(m*Cp(Fluid$,P=P_m,x=0))+T_i;x_o=-100; Else
if (h_i+eta_S*Q_solar/m>enthalpy(Fluid$,T=T_b,x=1)) Then;
T_o=((eta_S*Q_solar/m)-Cp(Fluid$,P=P_m,x=0)*(T_b-T_i)Enthalpy_vaporization(Fluid$,T=T_b))/Cp(Fluid$,P=P_m,x=1)+T_b; x_o=100; Else
if(h_i+eta_S*Q_solar/m<enthalpy(Fluid$,T=T_b,x=0)+Enthalpy_vaporization(Fluid$,
T=T_m)) and (h_i+eta_S*Q_solar/m>enthalpy(Fluid$,P=P_m,x=0)) Then;
x_o=(h_i+eta_S*Q_solar/m)/(Enthalpy_vaporization(Fluid$,T=T_b)+enthalpy(Fluid$,
T=T_b,x=0));
...

Since Q_solar (heat input) is an input variable calculated outside the procedure, it is
possible to determine if the output condition for enthalpy is sufficiently high to have
vapour, saturated or liquid phase. Depending on this, the output temperature equation may
be varied.
if(x_i>1) Then;
T_o=eta_S*Q_solar/(m*Cp)+T_i; x_o=100; Else

if(x_i>=0) and (x_i=<1) Then;
Cp=Cp(Fluid$,T=T_m,x=1)
if (h_i+eta_S*Q_solar/m>enthalpy(Fluid$,T=T_b,x=1)) Then;
T_o=(h_i+eta_S*Q_solar/m)/(Cp(Fluid$,P=P_o,x=1))+T_i; x_o=100; Else
if(h_i+eta_S*Q_solar/m<enthalpy(Fluid$,T=T_b,x=0)+Enthalpy_vaporization(Fluid$,
T=T_m)) Then;
x_o=(h_i+eta_S*Q_solar/m)/(Enthalpy_vaporization(Fluid$,T=T_b)+enthalpy(Fluid$,
T=T_b,x=0));
T_o=T_b; endif; endif;

T_test=(T_i+T_o)/2
if(abs(T_test-T_m)>0.01) Then; T_m=T_m+0.01; GOTO 1; else; GOTO 2; endif

Heat capacities must also be calculated with average temperatures in this case. Initial
assumption for average temperature T_m is T_m=T_i. T_test is set as temperature average
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to compare with initial assumption. By iteratively increasing T_m, stop criteria (which for
this case is set as 0.01 but can be further reduced) can be met and a final temperature
found.
5.2.2.6.

LCOE

As described in section 5, Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE) was chosen as the economical
indicator for analysing the studied hybrid system. Since LCOE takes into account the entire
life operation of the power plant, it is necessary to write a procedure to iterate and sum
over each year. Given there are two sources of energy involved, which can be seen as two
different sources of costs, separation of sources is necessary for maintenance, OPEX and
initial investment. Investment return is kept as a whole.
PROCEDURE
LCOEanalysis(Investment_I_solar,Investment_I_geo,Maintenance_solar,Maintenan
ce_geo,OPEX_solar,OPEX_geo,
Inv_Return,t_operation,i_rate,usage_rate,W_net,W_loss_rate,CF:LCOE)
t=1;Sum_costs=0;Sum_power=0
1:
Maintenance_solar=Maintenance_solar*(1+usage_rate)^(t-1)
Maintenance_geo=Maintenance_geo*(1+usage_rate)^(t-1)
OPEX_geo=OPEX_geo*(1+usage_rate)^(t-1)
OPEX_solar=OPEX_solar*(1+usage_rate)^(t-1)
Inv_Return=Inv_return*(1+usage_rate)^(t-1)
Total_annual_cost[t]=Maintenance_solar+Maintenance_geo+OPEX_solar+OPEX_g
eo+Inv_Return
TAC_rated[t]=Total_annual_cost[t]/(1+i_rate)^t
Sum_costs=Sum_costs+TAC_rated[t]

In the previous lines, t is taken as year of operation. It can be noted how maintenance,
OPEX and investment return are modeled with compound increment. This is given as a
rough assumption and for later results usage_rate was assumed as 0. Apart from this, all the
costs are brought to present value in order to be summed (with TAC_rated[t] and
Sum_costs)
W_net_year=W_net*8760[h/year]*CF
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W_net[t]=W_net_year/(1+W_loss_rate)^(t-1)
W_rated[t]=W_net[t]/(1+i_rate)^t
Sum_power=Sum_power+W_rated[t]*1[year]
if(t<>t_operation) then; t=t+1; GOTO 1; else
endif

Total energy generation per year is required to obtain LCOE values (in kWh/year). Because
of this it is necessary to define a capacity factor (CF) for the entire power plant. Given the
nature of the hybrid geothermal-solar power plant studied and its constant delivery of
energy, a global capacity factor is assumed. CF therefore becomes an important control
variable when calculating LCOE as this may be varied to obtain realistic energy generation
values.
In addition, a work loss rate is established. As years of operation increase, desired operation
conditions will change and work output will most likely decrease. Because of this, a
compound decrease of work is assumed over the life of the power plant. Similarly to CF, this
will depend on the operation conditions as well as on the geothermal site.
Summation of costs and power is carried over the operation life of the power plant, given
by the conditional test, which stops at t=t_operation.
LCOE=(Investment_I_solar+Investment_I_geo+Sum_costs)/Sum_power
END

With the necessary information obtained, LCOE can be calculated.
5.2.2.7.

GHG

In a similar fashion as LCOE, a procedure for GHG emissions calculation is required. Slightly
simpler than LCOE, but following the work loss idea and energy source separation, work
generation by source and GHG accounting can be carried out throughout operation time.
PROCEDURE GHGanalysis
(W_solar,W_geo,W_loss_rate,CF,CO2_solar,CO2_geo,t_operation:GHG,GHG_ton,G
HG_year,GHGoil_year,GHGNG_year,GHGcoal_year)
$common CO2_oil,CO2_NG,CO2_coal
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t=1; Sum_solar=0; Sum_geo=0
1:
W_solar_year=W_solar*8760[h/year]*CF
W_geo_year=W_geo*8760[h/year]*CF
W_solar[t]=W_solar_year/(1+W_loss_rate)^(t-1)
W_geo[t]=W_geo_year/(1+W_loss_rate)^(t-1)
Sum_solar=Sum_solar+W_solar[t]*1[year]
Sum_geo=Sum_geo+W_geo[t]*1[year]
if(t<>t_operation) then; t=t+1; GOTO 1; else
endif

With total energy generation per source summed (also taking into account CF), average CO 2
equivalent emissions can be factored in, added and averaged over the operation time to
obtain Total GHG emissions (in g/kWh and ton/kWh) and averaged GHG emissions per year.
GHG=Sum_solar*CO2_solar+Sum_geo*CO2_geo
GHG_ton=GHG*(1/1000000)[ton/g]
GHG_year=GHG_ton/t_operation

GHGoil=(Sum_solar+Sum_geo)*CO2_oil-GHG
GHGoil_ton=GHGoil*(1/1000000)[ton/g]-GHG_ton
GHGoil_year=GHGoil_ton/t_operation-GHG_year

GHGNG=(Sum_solar+Sum_geo)*CO2_NG-GHG
GHGNG_ton=GHGNG*(1/1000000)[ton/g]-GHG_ton
GHGNG_year=GHGNG_ton/t_operation-GHG_year

GHGcoal=(Sum_solar+Sum_geo)*CO2_coal-GHG
GHGcoal_ton=GHGcoal*(1/1000000)[ton/g]-GHG_ton
GHGcoal_year=GHGcoal_ton/t_operation-GHG_year
END

Additionally, by knowing CO2 equivalent emission rates for other energy sources, such as oil,
natural gas or coal, GHG emissions reduction are also calculated.
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5.2.3. Main Program
Once procedures are set, operational conditions, further calculations and procedure callings
must be written in the main program. Operational conditions are defined as input variables
or constants necessary for calculations. They can be defined either as variables or functions,
depending on their particular characteristics.
For procedures to be activated a “CALL” function must be given in Main Program, where
input and output variables can be organized in arrays tables. One example of such function
is presented.
CALL Solar(Fluid$,T[HXco],v[HXco],Q_solar:h[So],s[So],ex[So],Q[S],Q_lost[S],S_gen[S],Ex_dest[S],Ex_dest2[S],
T_out[S],T[So],P[So],v[So],x[So],DELTA_EX[S],xd[S],Fluid$[So])

Square parentheses are used to denote array variable and letters inside them represent
either unit number or state along the power plant. Name coding for array tables are listed
in Table 6.
Once all information from each unit is obtained, further information concerning operational
parameters of the overall power plant can be retrieved from Main Program. Next is the list
of equations employed.

T refers to geothermal fluid’s temperature and T0 to ambient temperature. For the
following equations (except for eq. 100) Q denotes input heat to the specified unit and ΔExh
refers to change in exergy for hot fluid in specified heat exchanger.
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Last equations written in main program define operation conditions for procedure LCOE.
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6. Model Tuning
With the models set and functioning properly in EES, tuning tests are performed over each
unit and the power plant as a whole, with real data. Field data from Dora I Binary Cycle
geothermal power plants in Turkey, taken from (47), were selected for this purpose.
In order to tune the thermodynamic model of the power plant, it is required for it to
replicate every state in the operation, as well as to match operational data such as power
output and efficiencies. For such matter, and given the construction of the model, input
data (operational conditions) where varied until agreement with test conditions was met.
Nonetheless, given the more complex design of Dora I, some adjustments were needed.

Figure 12. Dora I geothermal power plant schematic. (47)
Figure 12 shows the schematic of the power plant. To test the model, only the elements
enclosed in the red square (Level 1) are taken into consideration. Since discharge of
geothermal fluid from the first heat exchanger (Evaporator 1) is not directly sent to the
preheater in these power plants (as it does in the model), caution must be taken when
reading results for this state. All other aspects of selected Dora I sections result equal to the
model.
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Tuning was carried out by taking into consideration two parts; one denotes every
thermodynamic state in which quality, temperature and pressure are evaluated; the second
compares results obtained by Yildirim and Ozgener in (47) for heat transfers, work inputs
and outputs, exergy destruction and efficiencies. Since no solar energy is being tested at
this point, power plant configuration of Fig. 10 (page 24) and Table 5 (page 25) is used.
Control variables and operational conditions are shown as follows.
Table 10. Control variables for Dora I Tuning test
Control variables
deltaT_des1HXGW

Description

Value

Temperature difference between “hot” inlet and “cold”

20.95 K

outlet

Eta_HXGW

Heat transfer efficiency of HXGW

0.99

P_tbo

Output pressure of turbine

80 kPa

P_loss

Pressure loss from unit to unit

0 kPa (7.1kPa for HX2)

Eta_t

Isentropic efficiency of turbine

0.8525

Eta_gen

Conversion efficiency of generator

0.79

Eta_c

Isentropic efficiency of pump

0.55

deltaT_des2CD

Temperature difference between “hot” outlet and “cold”

14 K

inlet

Table 11. Operational conditions for Dora I tuning test
Operational

Description

Value

T

Geothermal Temperature

431.7 K

P

Geothermal Pressure

700 kPa

Condition

Pci

Tci
Pcmo

Pressure of state 6 (preheater
inlet)
Temperature of state 6
(preheater inlet)
Pump output pressure
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1200 kPa

383.45 K
1200 kPa

Operational

Description

Value

Pci3

Cooling fluid pressure

100.7 kPa

Tci3

Cooling fluid temperature

288.75 K

Fluid

Working fluid

n-Pentane

GFluid

Geothermal fluid

Water

CFluid

Cooling fluid

Air

P0

Atmospheric pressure

100.7 kPa

T0

Ambient temperature

288.75 K

m

Working fluid mass flow rate

54.55 kg/s

mgf

Geothermal fluid mass flow rate

142.14 kg/s

Condition

Results for model tuning are presented next.
Table 12. Tuning with Dora I field data. Thermodynamic states
Field data

Model data

Relative Error

State

x

T (K)

P (kPa)

x

T (K)

P (kPa)

x

T

P

1

-100

431.7

700

-100

431.7

700

2

100

410.75

1200

100

410.75

1200

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

3

100

348.55

80

100

348.48

80

0.00%

0.02%

0.00%

4

-100

303.35

80

-100

301.24

80

0.00%

0.70%

0.00%

5

-100

304.15

1200

-100

302.25

1200

0.00%

0.62%

0.00%

6

-100

383.45

1200

-100

383.45

1200

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

7

-100

403.65

650

-100

402.35

650.3

7a

-100

387.05

600

-100

383.72

600

0.00%

0.86%

0.00%

8

-100

346.15

600

-100

350.25

600

0.00%

1.18%

0.00%

9

100

288.75

100.71

100

288.75

100.71

10

100

302.75

321.71

100

302.75

321.7

INPUT DATA

INPUT DATA

INPUT DATA
0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

States 7 from Table 10 is the same state as in Table 5 (page 25). State 7a is a modification
for assessing unit 5 (preheater) with Dora I’s data. Although not specified in original data,
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pressure increase between states 9 and 10 is suspected to be due to a pump or compressor.
Model was modified to accommodate said pressure change.
Table 13. Tuning with Dora I field data. Performance parameters
Field data

Model data

Relative Error

Q

Wout

Win

Ex destr

Q

Wout

Win

Ex destr

Q

Wout

Win

Ex destr

(kW)

(kW)

(kW)

(kW)

(kW)

(kW)

(kW)

(kW)

(kW)

(kW)

(kW)

(kW)

HXGW

17844

-

-

147.71

17930

-

-

358.2

0.5%

-

-

142.5%

TB

-

3882

-

1509.56

-

3867

-

1492

-

0.4%

-

1.2%

CD

24285

-

-

808.74

24515

-

-

849.1

0.9%

-

-

5.0%

CM

-

-

175

171.57

-

-

179.7

77.32

-

-

2.7%

54.9%

HX2

12233

-

-

741.05

11275

-

-

1244

7.8%

-

-

67.9%

Unit

Table 14. Tuning with Dora I field data. Efficiencies

Carnot
efficiency

Modified
Carnot
efficiency

Energy

Exergy

efficiency

efficiency

Field data

32.5

17.8

12.63

44.4

Model data

32.5

17.8

12.63

48.2

Relative Error

0%

0%

0.0%

8%

As Tables 12, 13 and 14 show, good agreements with thermodynamic states, performance
parameters and efficiencies are obtained. For thermodynamic states, no error is found in
terms of quality. A similar comment can be made for pressures, where the only noticeable
error is of 0.05% for state 7. As per temperatures, 6 out of 11 states show relative error, yet
being lower than 1.18%.
Operation parameters and efficiencies, comparatively speaking, show much higher errors
than thermodynamic states. Particularly, exergy destruction has an error range of 1.2% to
142.5%, while exergy efficiency has an 8% relative error. It is important to mention, though,
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that these values are results of calculations from (47), based on thermodynamic properties
such as enthalpy and entropy. These properties must also be calculated and, depending on
which data base is used, property equations or even assumptions made and final results
may vary. When comparing results with data from Yildirim and Ozgener, entropy changes
from one state to another along the power production process, show notorious differences.
Entropy, as shown in section 4, plays a significant role when determining exergy, exergy
destruction and exergy efficiency. It is believed that these differences, attributable to
property calculation, cause the aforementioned inconsistencies. In any case, since exergy
calculations are not fundamentally necessary to determine every thermodynamic state, it is
possible to validate the model, as errors for temperature, pressure and quality present are
nearly negligible.
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7. Sensitivity analysis
Given the nature of the computer model designed, it is necessary to perform a sensitivity
analysis in order to obtain insight and confidence regarding the results obtained. Since
many thermodynamic states lie close to saturated state conditions, incorrect or inaccurate
input data may cause undesired behaviour and poorly solved systems.
For the analysis, variables among Tables 10, 11 and 12 were chosen and their behaviours
were monitored as functions of operational parameters of Tables 13 and 14. Each operation
condition was varied under specific ranges and variables with important relative change
were recorded. The analysis was performed with the same set of conditions of model
tuning, having these as nominal values. Needless to say, working fluid choice is another
operation condition and will impact results of sensitivity analyses. For such reason, results
obtain are specific for n-Pentane.
Results are presented as follows showing maximum relative change under the specified
operation condition range. Maximum relative change is not necessarily found at the
boundaries of the range.

Figure 13. Maximum relative change for
geothermal temperature
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Table 15. Geothermal Temperature test. Absolute changes

Nominal
Absolute
change

Exdest1

Sgen1

Sgen4

Exdest4

ex9

deltaExh4

ex4

(kW)

(kW/K)

(kW/K)

(kW)

(kW/kg)

(kW)

(KW)

464.6

1.609

3.161

912.7

57.53

1489

27.87

182.3

0.6312

0.399

115.1

5.41

133

2.43

As can be seen in Figures 13 to 21, variables studied have a wide range of behaviours
depending on each operational condition. For example, Figure 13 shows how exergy
destruction and entropy generation are highly sensitive to geothermal temperature. While
maximum relative change for this temperature is 1.49%, entropy generation and exergy
destruction for unit 1 (HXGW, heat exchanger in contact with geothermal fluid at highest
possible temperature within the power plant) have a near 40% relative change. In the case
of unit 4 (CD), maximum change is slightly above 10%. The reasons behind these high
sensitivities lie in equations 10 to 20 for HXGW, equations 36 to 46 for CD and how heat
exchangers calculation methods were designed. Entropy generation and exergy destruction
are highly dependent on entropy and enthalpy values for each state, which are functions of
temperature. Looking back at Figure 11, HXGW operates with two different streams and 4
different states. As geothermal temperature (state 1) is changed, so are states 2 and 8.
Temperature of state 2, cold fluid output, is calculated with a design temperature
difference. Since such temperature difference (deltaTdes1HXGW) was maintained constant

Figure 15. Maximum relative change for
geothermal fluid mass flow rate

Figure 14. Maximum relative change for
working fluid mass flow rate
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during test of Figure 13, temperature of state 2 changed linearly with geothermal
temperature. State 8, on the other hand, is obtained from equation 89, which relies on state
7 (cold fluid input) and was maintained constant for this test. As a result, only one of the
four states of HXGW remains constant and high variability in enthalpy, entropy and exergy
is expected. A similar situation occurs at CD, although for this case, since turbine output
pressure is kept constant, relative change for state 4´s temperature is smaller. It is possible
to obtain different result if another working fluid, cooling fluid and even geothermal fluid is
used as enthalpy and entropy depend on the substance studied.
Table 16. Geothermal Fluid mass flow rate test. Absolute changes
Exdest1

Sgen1

ex9

Exdest6

Sgen6

Ex8

(kW)

(kW/K)

(kW/kg)

(kW)

(kW/K)

(kW/kg)

366

1.267

54.57

1218

4.217

75.57

34.2

0.118

3.79

63

0.218

2.68

Nominal
Absolute
change

Absolute changes are presented in tables, complementary to each figure as a broader
picture of each variable’s behaviour can be obtained.
Table 17. Working Fluid mass flow rate test. Absolute changes
deltaEx5
(kW)
Nominal
Absolute
change

Win (kW)

deltaExh4

Exdest3

deltaExc1

Sgen4

Exdest4

(kW)

(kW)

(kW)

(kW/K)

(kW)

104.2

183

1442

1520

5240

5.263

78.74

18.74

33

260

274

943

0.948

14.18

Mass flow rate sensitivity analysis, as opposed to geothermal temperature, shows more
moderate behaviours. For both working fluid and geothermal fluid, maximum relative
changes for variables were slightly higher than their own relative change. For geothermal
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working fluid, with a change of 7.04%, maximum relative change was again found in exergy
destruction and entropy generation in unit 1, only this time being of the order of 9%. For
working fluid´s mass flow rate, m, a change of 18% becomes a maximum change of 18% for
exergy difference in unit 5 (CM), 4 (CD), 1 (HXGW), work input, exergy destruction for unit 3
(TB), unit 5 (CM) and entropy generation in the turbine. For unit 1, when observing Figures
14, 15, equation 18 and noting the presence of both mass flow rates, it can be concluded
that geothermal fluid has a dominant role, given the order of magnitudes of entropy for
water and n-pentane in this case. Moreover, it might be possible to propose a nearly
negligible effect of the working fluid´s contribution and a linear relation between entropy
generation and geothermal mass flow rate. The same linear behaviour could be associated
to working fluid´s mass flow rate and each variable studied, addressing intensive and
extensive properties calculations.

Figure 16. Maximum relative change for turbine output pressure
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Table 18. Turbine outlet pressure (Ptbo) test. Absolute changes

Nominal
Absolute
change

Nominal
Absolute
change

Ex5

h5 (kW)

s5 (kW/K)

s6 (kW/K)

h6 (kW)

5.071

0.01789

0.0228

8.365

0.5737

8.547

0.0285

0.02842

8.5376

0.3195

Sgen4

Exdest4

Ex4

Ex6

(kW/K)

(kW)

(kW/kg)

(kW/kg)

2.941

849.1

26.53

2.45

80

0.918

265

5.08

0.331

10

(kW/kg)

P4 (kPa)

Ptbo, the turbine´s output pressure, has an apparently odd behaviour as it affects the
condenser and pump´s performance far more than it does the turbine. Output pressure was
chosen, instead of quality, as an input variable along with isentropic efficiency, to determine
the turbine´s output state. The reason for it was the shape of the saturated state curve of
certain fluids, which prevent the use of quality as design variable. It would be thought, as
such, that Ptbo’s effect over the turbine´s behaviour would be similar to states and units
downstream. Figure 16 shows how states 5 and 6 (CM input and output) vary 12 times what
Ptbo does and only exergy and pressure for state 4 (turbine output) have significant
changes. The reason behind said results lies within the condenser´s purpose itself. It was
assured during the thermodynamic model design to have superheated vapour as turbine
output to prevent further problems. As a result, all values of enthalpy and entropy should
be, though smaller, in a similar scale to the input and, moreover, calculated with similar
heat capacities. Since the function of the condenser is to change the fluid´s phase to liquid
in order to more efficiently increase its pressure with the pump, state 5 and 6 are in liquid
phase and must be in different enthalpic and entropic orders of magnitude. Values for these
properties in liquid phase are considerably smaller than in vapour phase. Therefore, under
similar absolute changes, relative changes end up with different orders of magnitude. In
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state 4, absolute and relative changes for enthalpy were 4.3 kJ/kg and 0.95%, respectively,
whereas for state 5 these same changes were 8.5 kJ/kg and 168%, respectively.

Figure 18. Maximum relative change for pump´s
isentropic efficiency

Figure 17. Maximum relative change for
turbine´s isentropic efficiency

Table 19. Turbine isentropic efficiency test. Absolute changes

Nominal
Absolute
change

Sgen3

Exdest3

(kW/K)

(kW)

5.168

1492

0.1263

3688

-1.3

-376

0.0156

454

η energy

Wnet
(kW)

Table 20. Pump isentropic efficiency test. Absolute changes

Nominal
Absolute
change

Sgen5

Exdest5

(kW/K)

(kW)

0.2678

77.32

179.7

0.0228

-0.132

-38.08

-39.9

-0.0024

Win (kW)

s6
(kW/kg)

For turbine and pump calculations, isentropic efficiencies and design pressures were used in
the thermodynamic model, as it was mentioned before. Their sensitivity analysis results, in
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Figures 17 and 18, as expected, reflect similar trends as before. Turbine isentropic efficiency
etaT, although affecting Net Work (Work output) and energy efficiency in a linear fashion, is
somewhat responsible of entropy generation and exergy destruction in unit 3. Equation 25,
the method of calculating turbine´s output enthalpy and entropy are related to etaT, as well
as Ptbo and the intrinsic behaviour of enthalpy for n-pentane. Isentropic efficiency for
pumps, on the other hand, shows higher maximum relatives changes for entropy generation
and exergy destruction. As with Ptbo, phase change and absolute to relative change
differences are attributed to the significant change. As per work input and entropy of state
6, the first follows a linear trend whilst the second is half as sensitive.
Ambient temperature is highly important for the condenser’s behaviour. Exergy of state 5
(after CD), entropy generation and exergy destruction for CD are extremely sensitive under
these conditions and for the calculation methodology. Yet again, absolute changes for these
three variables are of 1.4 kJ/kg-K, 2.8 kW/K and 770 kW, respectively, for nominal values of
0.63 kJ/kg-K, 3.1 kW/K and 894 kW. These are also considerable and respond as well to
phase change for the working fluid.

Figure 19. Maximum relative change for
ambient temperature
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Table 21. Ambient temperature test. Absolute changes

Nominal
Absolute
change

Nominal
Absolute
change

Ex5

Sgen4

Exdest4

Ex4

Ex6

(kW/kg)

(kW/K)

(kW)

(kW/kg)

(kW/kg)

0.6336

3.103

894.1

27.47

2.513

-1.4184

-2.89

-772.9

-16.09

-1.467

deltaExh4

Ex9

Ex7

Ex8

deltaExc6

(kW)

(kW/kg)

(kW/kg)

(kW/kg)

(kW)

1464

55.3

35.39

76.41

1793

-800

-12.73

-7.51

-14.75

-330

Additionally, every exergy calculation is highly sensitive to ambient temperature as exergy
is, by definition, dependant on ambient conditions. For that reason, and given equation 73,
which under low values of enthalpy becomes dominant, second law calculations may not
turn to be relievable and large uncertainty may exist for real operations. It is important to
mention, though, that only states 10 and 11, which are related to the cooling fluid are
affected by ambient temperature, and of all energy related calculations, only heat output at
CD has minor changes. Net work output suffers no effect.
Finally, operational conditions for the solar unit are shown in Figures 20 and 21. Surface

Figure 21. Maximum relative change for solar
unit surface area
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Figure 20. Maximum relative change for solar
radiation

area and solar radiation´s impacts show linear behaviours for exergy change, heat input,
exergy destruction and entropy generation in unit 2 (S).
Table 22. Solar collector surface area test. Absolute changes
deltaExh2
(kW)

Q2 (kW)

Exdest2

Sgen2

Sgen4

Exdest4

(kW)

(kW/K)

(kW/K)

(kW)

Nominal

426.7

1397

1938

6.716

3.61

1042

Absolute change

43.8

140

191

0.665

0.072

20

Table 23. Solar radiation test. Absolute changes
deltaExh2
(kW)
Nominal
Absolute
change

Q2 (kW)

Sgen2

Exdest2

Sgen4

(kW/K)

(kW)

(kW/K)

598.7

1939

9.28

2678

3.9

197.7

626

2.963

855

0.331

From the previous sensitivity analysis, and taking into account further results (not shown), it
is possible to summarize the following:


Exergy destruction and entropy generation tend to be highly sensitive to almost any
change in operational conditions. This occurs as the two are highly related (eq. 20)
and entropy, for the case of n-pentane, has low scalar values, which produce large
relative changes.



It is important to observe both absolute and relative changes, especially for
enthalpy and entropy, as low scalar values may result in high relative values, causing
misleading outcomes.



When observing phase changes, particularly in condensers, given the large
difference in enthalpy and entropy, care must be taken when defining design
conditions, as these may hinder desired results.
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Given some calculation methodology, such as isentropic efficiencies, as well as
significant differences in properties between phases, second law calculations, which
are exergy destruction, entropy generation and efficiencies, must not be overlooked
and care, particularly with ambient conditions, should be enforced.



Apart from exergy and entropy related calculations, other variables are observed to
have low sensitivity to operational conditions changes, such as heat and work inputs
and outputs, along with energy efficiencies.
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8. Working Fluids Analysis
As explained before in Chapter 6, hybrid power plant performance depends on which working
fluid is used. Thermodynamic properties can vary greatly and decisions regarding the
appropriate choice also depend on specific characteristics of the power plant. Since the focus of
this study is Binary Cycle power plants, it is necessary to test the solar-geothermal hybrid plant
under appropriate temperature ranges. Additionally, working fluids performances are also
assessed and compared for such temperature ranges. N-Pentane, R-134a and R-600a were
selected for their ample use in Binary power plants as well as in other processes and their
thermodynamic properties’ spectrum.
In a similar fashion as sensitivity analysis, performance variables such as net work output,
efficiencies, entropy generation and exergy destruction were contrasted for each fluid, through
the temperature range established, varying main operational conditions such as Tci, Pci
(conditions of working fluid before entering main heat exchanger HXGW), mass flow rate for
working fluid m and geothermal fluid mgf, turbine’s output pressure Ptbo, solar radiation I, solar
collector surface area A and ambient temperature T0. Due to the large amount of data
obtained, only representative graphs of performance variables are shown here. General
behaviours for each operational condition are shown in tables, where proportional increment is
represented with ↑ (for increment in operational condition there is increment in operational
paramenter), inversely proportional is represented with ↓ and no change with =. The rest of
the information is found in Appendix 2.
Nominal conditions for these studies for each fluid are presented in Table 24.
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Table 24. Operation conditions for fluid tests.
Operation
condition

n-Pentane

R-134a

T (K)

421.15

P (kPa)

700

ΔT_des1HXGW (K)

15

ΔT_des2HXGW (K)

15

Pci (kPa)

500

1000

Tci (K)

353.15

Pci3 (kPa)

101.325

Tci3 (K)

288.75

I (kW/m2)

0.28

A (m2)

20000

Geothermal fluid

Water

Cooling fluid

Air

P0 (kPa)

101.325

T0 (K)

288.75

m (kg/s)

50

mgf (kg/s)

150

ηHXGW

0.98

ηHX2

0.98

ηCD

0.98

Ptbo (kPa)

R-600a

80

1200

250

Ploss

0

ηt

0.85

ηgen

0.95

ηc

0.55

ΔTCD (K)

1

ΔT_des2CD (K)

10

ηS

0.5

CF

0.85
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Pci and Ptbo, i.e. pressure difference between the turbine (for no pressure losses in the
system), result of vital importance when testing different fluids. The latter comes from
thermodynamic characteristics of each fluid and how it interacts with Rankine cycles. As results
for R-134a will later show, under some conditions, entropy generation calculation will give
negative values, making that specific set of operation conditions physically impossible for real
operation. When such difficulties occur, reduction of pressure drop in the turbine or increase in
turbine outlet pressure are necessary.

8.1. Net Work Output
Net work output has a tendency to increase as geothermal temperature increases under
changes of operational parameters studied. That is, under same operational conditions, net
Work Output increases as geothermal temperature increases. This responds to the overall
increment in energy input as well as in the energy extraction through the turbine by a
higher temperature-pressure drop.

Figure 22. Net Work Output behaviour for working fluid
mass flow rate change for n-Pentane

Figure 22, although shows results for changes in working fluid mass flow rate for n-Pentane,
depicts the overall behaviour of net work output for the other operation conditions. Table
25 shows how net work output varies with different operational conditions. Appendix
Figures 1 to 5 show further results.
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Table 25. Net Work Output behaviour for changes in operational conditions over
geothermal temperature range
Operational

n-Pentane

R-134a

R-600a

Tci

=

=

=

Pci

↑

↑

↑

m

↑

↑

↑

mgf

=

=

=

Ptbo

↓

↓

↓

I

↑

↑

↑

A

↑

↑

↑

T0

=

=

=

condition

8.2. Entropy Generation
Entropy generation, as shown in section 8, is one of the main variables of concern for the
power plant operation as it is highly sensitive to and affected by most operational
conditions. Although exergy destruction must be taken into account, as it is a function of
entropy generation, it is only taken into account for this study in ambient temperature
changes. Entropy generation is not affected by every operational condition. For this reason,
every unit is analysed separately. Unit numbering follows Table 6 (page 34).
8.2.1. Unit 1 (Main heat exchanger)
R-134a and R-600a behave in a similar manner for all conditions. Uniformity in change for
each fluid is maintained for the last 5 operational conditions (Table 26) as n-Pentane has
opposite changes for Pci and m. This happens as phase change occurs throughout the
temperature range at state 7 (inlet of working fluid to HXGW). Additionally, minimum
entropy generation for Tci (temperature of state 7) change happens at higher temperatures
as Tci increases, causing notoriously different behaviours for the same fluid at different
values of Tci. Appendix Figures 6 to 10 show further results.
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Figure 24. Entropy generation behaviour
for working fluid mass flow rate change for
R-134a in Unit 1

Figure 23. Exergy destruction behaviour
for ambient temperature change for R134a in Unit 1

Table 26. Exergy destruction behaviour for changes in operational conditions over geothermal
temperature range in Unit 1
Operational

n-Pentane

R-134a

R-600a

Tci

↓

↓

↓

Pci

↓

↑

↑

m

↓

↑

↑

mgf

↑

↑

↑

Ptbo

=

=

=

I

=

=

=

A

=

=

=

T0

↑

↑

↑

condition
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8.2.2. Unit 2 (Solar Unit)
Unit 2 can be easily understood as its mathematical modelling is relatively simple and is only
impacted proportionally by conditions directly related to it. Tci and Pci do not affect Unit 2
as conditions selected for this study guarantee vapour phase after HXGW, reason why an
increment in temperature would not be reflected in entropy generation. Appendix Figures
11 to 14 show further results.

Figure 26. Entropy generation behaviour for
solar collector surface area change for R-600a
in Unit 2

Figure 25. Exergy destruction behaviour
for ambient temperature change for R600a in Unit 2

Table 27. Exergy destruction behaviour for changes in operational conditions over geothermal
temperature range in Unit 2
Operational

n-Pentane

R-134a

R-600a

Tci

=

=

=

Pci

=

=

=

m

↑

↑

↑

mgf

=

=

=

Ptbo

=

=

=

I

↑

↑

↑

A

↑

↑

↑

T0

↑

↑

↑

condition
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8.2.3. Unit 3 (Turbine)
Unit three shows little change for entropy generation and exergy destruction as a function
of geothermal temperature, except for solar related conditions. Solar radiation and surface
area have tendencies such as shown in Figure 27, whereas the rest can be related to Figure
28. Reasons for this behaviour can be found in phase change, as there isn’t any in the
turbine, and changes in entropy and enthalpy related to every other operational condition.
Turbine output pressure is inversely proportional to entropy generation as with higher
pressures (or lower pressure drops), less work is generated and isentropic condition for
turbines operations can be reached. Appendix Figures 15 to 19 show further results.

Figure 27. Exergy destruction behaviour for
Figure 28. Entropy generation behaviour for
ambient temp. change for n-Pentane in Unit 3
solar radiation change for n-Pentane in Unit 3
Table 28. Exergy destruction behaviour for changes in operational conditions over geothermal
temperature range in Unit 3
Operational condition

n-Pentane

R-134a

R-600a

Tci

=

=

=

Pci

↑

↑

↑

m

↑

↑

↑

mgf

=

=

=

Ptbo

↓

↓

↓

I

↑

↑

↑

A

↑

↑

↑

T0

↑

↑

↑
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8.2.4. Unit 4 (Condenser)
Entropy generation and exergy destruction are directly proportional to geothermal
temperature for condensers, as shown in Figures 28 and 29. Moreover, these graphs show
how for certain conditions, particularly Ptbo (and T 0 for this case) no possible operation
regime can be achieved with the geothermal temperature range for binary cycle geothermal
power plants. Viewing entropy generation change as a function of Ptbo, it is possible to
notice how at 250 kPa, operation is not possible for R-134a, whereas this pressure is well
above the nominal pressure for n-Pentane. As mentioned before, increase in Ptbo, or
reduction of pressure drop in turbines, will eliminate negative entropy generation, making
the process physically possible.
Table 29 and Figure 30 show how only Pci and T0 reduce entropy generation as they
increase. Pci, on one hand, carries this characteristic as entropy of states 7, 2, 3 and 4 are
related to it and Tci, which highly influence said property, is kept constant. For the same
value of geothermal temperature, entropy generation at unit 4 (condenser) is reduced,
because entropy is inversely proportional to pressure, as described by Çengel (35):

For increments in Pci, that is P2>P1 in eq. 103, difference s2-s1 becomes negative. Natural
logarithm relating T2/T1 is neglected in this case as Tci is kept constant.
As for T0, higher ambient temperature means higher inlet temperature for cooling fluids,
which impacts in higher mass flow rate but lower temperature differences, causing a
smaller change in entropy. Appendix Figures 20 to 24 show further results.
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Figure 29. Entropy generation behaviour
for turbine output pressure change for R134a in Unit 4

Figure 30. Exergy destruction behaviour
for ambient temperature change for R134a in Unit 4

Table 29. Exergy destruction behaviour for changes in operational conditions over geothermal
temperature range in Unit 4
Operational

n-Pentane

R-134a

R-600a

Tci

=

=

=

Pci

↓

↓

↓

m

↑

↑

↑

mgf

=

=

=

Ptbo

↑

↑

↑

I

↑

↑

↑

A

↑

↑

↑

T0

↓

↓

↓

condition

8.2.5. Unit 5 (Pump)
Unit 5, pump, is relatively insensitive to geothermal temperature but is dependent on other
operation conditions. Table 30 shows how increase in Ptbo reduces entropy generation.
With higher turbine output pressure, pressure increase in CM is reduced, causing less
deviation from isentropic pumping process and reduction in entropy generation. Appendix
Figures 25 to 27 show further results.
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Table 30. Exergy destruction behaviour for changes in operational conditions over geothermal
temperature range in Unit 5
Operational

n-Pentane

R-134a

R-600a

Tci

=

=

=

Pci

↑

↑

↑

m

↑

↑

↑

mgf

=

=

=

Ptbo

↓

↓

↓

I

=

=

=

A

=

=

=

T0

↑

↑

↑

condition

Figure 31. Entropy generation behaviour
for working fluid mass flow rate change for
R-600a in Unit 5

Figure 32. Exergy destruction behaviour
for ambient temperature change for R134a in Unit 5

8.2.6. Unit 6 (Preheater)
Preheater, similarly to main heat exchanger HXGW has noticeable increase in entropy
generation depending on geothermal temperature, as with a fixed Tci, temperature
difference also increases.
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Table 31. Exergy destruction behaviour for changes in operational conditions over geothermal
temperature range in Unit 6
Operational

n-Pentane

R-134a

R-600a

Tci

↑

↑

↑

Pci

↓

↓

↓

m

↑

↑

↑

mgf

↓

↓

↓

Ptbo

↓

↓

↓

I

=

=

=

A

=

=

=

T0

↑

↑

↑

condition

Interestingly only Tci, m and T0 produce proportional increments to exergy generation.
Appendix Figures 28 to 31 show further results.

Figure 33. Entropy generation behaviour
for turbine output pressure change for R600a in Unit 6

Figure 34. Exergy destruction behaviour
for ambient temperature change for R600a in Unit 6

8.3. Exergy Efficiency
Characterising exergy efficiency (second law efficiency) is not as straightforward as with
entropy generation or Net Work output given more variability in tendencies for the
different operational conditions.
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Table 32. Exergy efficiency behaviour for changes in operational conditions over geothermal
temperature range
Operational

n-Pentane

R-134a

R-600a

Tci

↑

↑

↑

Pci

↑

↑

↑

m

↑

↑

↑

mgf

↓

↓

↓

Ptbo

↓

↓

↓

I

↓

↓

↓

A

↓

↓

↓

T0

↑

↑

↑

condition

Equation 76 (adding solar unit) shows how exergy efficiency is calculated. In it, a
relationship between net work output and exergy change for “energy giving” stream is
established. That is, how well thermal exergy is transformed into electrical energy, relating
HXGW, HX2, S and TB.
Table 32 synthesises general behaviour of Tables 26 to 31 given that with dominant
increase of entropy generation exergy efficiency must drop and vice versa. Through this, it is
possible to explain increments for Tci, Pci and m, as well as decrease for m gf. One other way
to look at it is by considering how energy increments for working fluid (viewed as exergy
change) and net work output due to said increments correlate. Same goes for geothermal
fluid. If exergy change is higher than net work output for a given heat exchange, exergy
destruction will be higher and exergy efficiency will decrease. Solar radiation I and surface
area A can be explained in a similar manner. Appendix Figures 32 to 38 show further results.
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Ptbo increases reduce exergy efficiency because of a reduction in work output. Higher Ptbo
means smaller pressure drop in the turbine. Finally, ambient temperature will
proportionally increase exergy efficiency by reducing the gap between operation states and
ambient conditions. When a thermodynamic state is closer to ambient conditions (zero
state), exergy of said state is small and changes will also be small.

Figure 36. Exergy efficiency behavior for
working fluid mass flow rate change for nPentane

Figure 35. Exergy efficiency behavior for
geothermal fluid mass flow rate change
for n-Pentane

8.4. Energy Efficiency
Table 33. Energy efficiency behaviour for changes in operational conditions over
geothermal temperature range
Operational

n-Pentane

R-134a

R-600a

Tci

=

=

=

Pci

↑

↑

↑

m

↑

↑

↑

mgf

=

=

=

Ptbo

↓

↓

↓

I

↓

↓

↓

A

↓

↓

↓

T0

↑

↑

↑

condition
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Energy efficiency has fairly similar results to exergy efficiency, although is insensitive to Tci
and mgf. These can be explained as mgf, being an energy carrier and how model is designed,
will only affect geothermal temperature outlet temperature (at HXGW); as for Tci, main
heat exchanger and preheater can be considered as one heat exchanger, where its
connecting state (state 7, where Tci is defined) could be neglected. Pci, on the other hand,
which relates to pressures before the preheater and the turbine, defines state 6, a
boundary condition for the “combined” heat exchanger. Working fluid mass flow rate m
directly impacts work output at the turbine, while ambient temperature conditions cooling
fluid inlet temperature, causing impact in the power plant heat output. Ptbo reasoning is
the same as with exergy efficiency. Appendix Figures 39 to 41 show further results.

Figure 37. Energy efficiency behavior for
turbine outlet pressure change for R-134a

Figure 38. Energy efficiency behavior for
Pci change for R-134a

Solar unit operation conditions have an intuitive result over energy efficiency. It would be
expected for additional energy from solar collectors to increase power generation (as it
does) and energy efficiency. Yet, heat input from unit 2 (S) is not compensated by additional
work output in unit 3 (TB), as it would be expected, having a higher inlet temperature. Solar
collector efficiency might be related to this behaviour, although the issue behind this might
be in thermodynamic states under which the turbine operates.
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Levelized Cost of Energy and Greenhouse Gas emissions are also considered for these fluid
studies. Nevertheless, it is important to mention that all relevant information regarding
economic and environmental analysis was kept constant (Tables 35 and 9, respectively). This
may not recreate real behaviours as data used corresponds solely to estimates and no explicit
evaluation of this data was performed. Regardless of this, it was wished to study how
thermodynamic characteristics of the three fluids influenced LCOE and GHG emissions,
assuming costs and emission equivalences equal.
Table 35 shows LCOE used for the study. Information was taken from (30). Table 9 shows values
for GHG emissions.
Table 34. LCOE conditions for fluids study
Conditions
Initial Investment Solar ($/kW)

6000

Initial Investment Geothermal ($/kW)

2100

Maintenance Solar ($/kW)

30

Maintenance Geothermal ($/kW)

152

OPEX Solar ($/kW)

30

OPEX Geothermal ($/kW)

152

Investment return rate (%)

8

Operation lifetime (years)

30

Discount rate, i (%)

10

Geothermal Work loss over time (%)

0.5

Geothermal Work loss over time is assumed as the percentage of energy lost per year as a
result of energy extraction from the geothermal reservoir.

8.5. LCOE
Since LCOE model relates cost with power generation, any operational condition that
relates to increase in power generation should similarly affect LCOE. This happens due to
the rough linear modeling of costs per unit of energy produced, without attenuating effects
due to size. In spite of this, comparison between fluids is possible. Figure 39 and 40 show
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typical curves for levelized costs of energy, with reduction as function of geothermal
temperature. With higher temperatures, a larger portion of the total energy production
comes from geothermal sources, which has lower initial investment costs, causing an overall
reduction in LCOE. This also causes the peculiar relationship between working fluid mass
flow rate and LCOE. For high values of mass flow rate, geothermal-to-solar energy ration is
high, causing LCOE to be highly influenced by geothermal energy, with marginal response
from solar energy. On the other hand, for low ratios (10 kg/s in Figure 36), solar energy
plays a more determining role in total energy output, causing much higher energy prices.
Appendix Figures 42 to 46 show further results.

Figure 39. LCOE behavior for solar collector
surface area change for n-Pentane

Figure 40. LCOE behavior for working fluid
mass flow rate for n-Pentane

Table 35. LCOE behaviour for changes in operational conditions over geothermal temperature
range
Operational

n-Pentane

R-134a

R-600a

Tci

=

=

=

Pci

↑

↑

↑

m

↓

↓

↓

mgf

=

=

=

Ptbo

↑

↑

↑

I

↑

↑

↑

A

↑

↑

↑

T0

=

=

=

condition
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8.6. GHG emissions
Contrary to LCOE, GHG emissions will increase with higher geothermal temperatures. Tci,
mgf and T0 have no effect over them since they are not directly related to energy production
(Net work output), which is the main variable used for GHG emissions calculations. Ratio of
solar and geothermal energies is not important in this case, since no “weighing” of sources
is used but rather energy output sum. For such reason geothermal temperature will cause
proportional increment, in the same way as m. Appendix Figures 47 to 51 show further
results.

Figure 41. Average GHG emissions per year behavior for
solar radiation change for R-600a
Table 36. GHG emissions behaviour for changes in operational conditions over geothermal
temperature range
Operational condition

n-Pentane

R-134a

R-600a

Tci

=

=

=

Pci

↑

↑

↑

m

↑

↑

↑

mgf

=

=

=

Ptbo

↑

↑

↑

I

↑

↑

↑

A

↑

↑

↑

T0

=

=

=
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9. Case Study
One last analysis performed using the tool developed is a case study in which the alternative of
combining a solar thermal system with the ongoing Dora 1 geothermal power plant is assessed.
To do so, data implemented for model tuning and sensitivity analysis was used, integrating to it
the aforementioned solar thermal system. Solar radiation data were obtained from (48), where
monthly data was averaged to obtain a “mean yearly solar radiation” value.
With the necessary information and the geothermal model set up, Net Work output,
efficiencies, entropy generation, GHG emissions and LCOE were studied as functions of solar
collector´s surface area. For 0 m2, results correspond to a Geothermal-only power plant.
Geothermal conditions utilized are shown in Tables 13 and 14, while Table 38 shows solar
thermal conditions.
Table 37. Solar thermal conditions for Case Study with Dora I
Variable
Solar collector
efficiency
Solar radiation
Solar collector
surface area

Values
ηS (%)

50

I (kW/m2)

0.15

A (m2)

Varied from 0 to
40000

Results are shown as follows.
An increment rate of net work output per solar collector’s surface area of 8 W/m2 is observed.
That is, for each m2 of solar collector used 8 W are added to the already running geothermal
power plant. At first such value may seem small or even wrong compared to heat input given by
the solar collector (0.075kW/m2), yet, since Net Work Output is being analysed here, it falls
under the same regime of overall energy efficiency seen with geothermal only energy source.
For that reason, it could be established a solar conversion efficiency of 11%, with an energy
increment of 9% for 40000 m2.
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As mentioned in previous chapters, the choice of the working fluid and the thermodynamic
conditions of the Rankine cycle, play a significant role when overall energy efficiency is studied.
Although increment in solar collector efficiency might impact positively in work output, a more
close relation between heaters and turbines must be established to obtain best results possible.
This can be further seen in Figure 43, where a slight decrease of exergy efficiency and energy
efficiencies are directly associated to solar energy input. Although surface area increments does
provide higher net work output values, efficiencies get compromised, generating more entropy
and destroying more exergy. Figure 44 shows these outcomes where, as expected, entropy
generation increases dramatically with surface area increase for unit 2 (solar collector), relative
to other units. Unit 4, condensers, is also dependant on surface area as higher temperatures
are obtained before and after the turbine, meaning higher temperature differences for fluids
through the condenser and higher heat transfer rates. Other units are relatively insensitive,
meaning condensers are the main target to reduce entropy generation. Finally, Figure 45 shows
how LCOE and GHG emissions behave when solar collectors are added to the system. Contrary
to results of chapter 7, LCOE increases with surface area as higher solar energy input means
higher overall costs. In spite of this, increment is only of 5% with 40000 m2, due to the
significantly larger portion of geothermal energy. GHG emissions, on the other hand, increase
20% as solar energy produces more than twice CO2eq emissions than geothermal energy.

Figure 42. Net Work Output for geothermal-solar system, case
study (Dora 1 data)
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Figure 43. Efficiencies for geothermal-solar system, case study (Dora 1 data)
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Figure 44. Entropy generation for geothermal-solar system, case study (Dora 1
data)
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Figure 45. LCOE and GHG for geothermal-solar system, case study (Dora 1 data)

Figure 46. Relative change for operation variables as functions of surface area, case study
(Dora 1 data)
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Figure 47. T-s diagram for geothermal only, geothermal-solar (10000 m2) and geothermalsolar (40000 m2) processes
Figure 47 shows the T-s diagram for three cases: geothermal only, geothermal solar with 10000
m2 of solar collector’s area and geothermal solar with 40000 m2of solar collector’s area. It is
possible to notice how addition of energy from the solar unit rises the working fluid’s
temperature and by that Carnot’s efficiency. Moreover, the closed integral over the cycle
increases as more energy is given into the system, i.e. more heat input. When further
inspecting states 3 and 4 for geothermal-solar and states 2 and 3 for geothermal, it is possible
to notice how enthalpy decrease (work output through turbine) increases. Yet, it increases in a
similar proportion as heat input so efficiency stays with similar values. It is suspected that if
outlet temperature of the turbine for geothermal-solar systems is reduced to that of
geothermal only systems, efficiencies will improve.
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10. Conclusions
After developing, testing and analysing results from the developed tool for hybrid solargeothermal power plant assessments, it is possible to postulate the following conclusions.
About the model developed:
1. Through model tuning tests, it was possible to corroborate proper operation of the
model, with very low relative errors with respect to real operation data and comparable
results with other authors’ performance calculations.
2. Model sensitivity was successfully tested, with quality being the key thermodynamic
property of concern. Every variable tested with sensible behaviour in relative terms,
when further inspected, showed such results due to abrupt changes in phase, which
when calculating entropy generation or exergy destruction, for example, deeply
impacted relative changes. For such reason absolute change was also taken into
account, as order of magnitude of some properties will produce alarming results, not
necessarily showing poor or strange behaviour from the model. Also, large absolute
changes can point to phase change.
About the working fluids study:
3. All working fluids studied show similar behaviours for operational parameters as
functions of geothermal temperature when operational conditions are modified. This
shows congruence with model tuning as only differences in order of magnitude,
attributable to the nature of each fluid, visible in thermodynamic properties, are
observed. Contrasting results would have meant issues within the model.
4. From the fluids study performed over Dora 1 geothermal power plant, it is possible to
determine that N-Pentane, as for the studied conditions, is among the three working
fluid studied the best choice.
About the Case study:
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5. Incorporation of a solar thermal source to the system, although provides with extra
energy output and higher working fluid temperatures, behaves in the same fashion as
the system. That is, overall energy conversion efficiency is in the same order as the
geothermal-only energy system. Under conditions studied, low efficiencies are
persistent and no improvement (efficiency-wise) is obtained.
6. Despite the previous statement, relative change (increase) of LCOE over the analysed
surface area range is consistently smaller than increase in net Work Output. For such
reasons, and if LCOE modelling is true to the real nature of the power plant, it is possible
to establish financial viability for introduction of a solar thermal system into Dora I
geothermal power plant. As per GHG emissions, any increment in net power output will
generate additional GHG emissions, in this case, higher than surface area increment.

10.1.

Recommendations for further work

From the previous work, a number of studies are recommended to further study
geothermal-solar thermal systems coupling:
1. Study what are the most important operational conditions (variables) that affect the
proposed power plant. Through this, further insight in efficiency improvement may
be obtained.
2. Study other configurations of geothermal-solar thermal power plants. How
introduction of energy into other parts of the cycle affects it?
3. Study the use of a solar thermal unit for heating cooled geothermal fluid before
reinjection into reservoir. With this, long term use of geothermal reservoirs and
overall performances can be analysed.
4. Perform experimental work over the analysed system to corroborate results and
study new power plant setups.
5. Study transient behaviour of solar radiation throughout the day (and set of days) to
see how the power plant reacts to changing working fluid’s temperatures.
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Appendix 1. EES Code
"==================== HX ====================="
PROCEDURE
HX(CFluid$,HFluid$,m_cold,m_hot,T,P,x,Pci,Tci,xci,eta,deltaT_des1HX,deltaT_des2HX:h_ho,h_c
o,s_ho,s_co,ex_ho,ex_co,Q,Q_lostr,S_gen,Ex_dest,Ex_dest2,T_out,T_ho,T_co,P_ho,P_co,v_ho,v
_co,x_ho,x_co,T_ci,P_ci,h_ci,s_ci,v_ci,x_ci,ex_ci,T_hi,P_hi,h_hi,s_hi,v_hi,x_hi,ex_hi,DELTA_EXh,
DELTA_EXc,xd,Fluid_ci$,Fluid_co$,Fluid_hi$,Fluid_ho$)
$common P_0,T_0,P_loss
"--------------------------------------HF-i---------------------------------------------------------------------------------"
Fluid_ci$=CFluid$
Fluid_co$=CFluid$
Fluid_hi$=HFluid$
Fluid_ho$=HFluid$
if (x>=0) and (x=<1) Then;
h_hi=ENTHALPY(HFluid$,x=x,T=T);s_hi=ENTROPY(HFluid$,x=x,T=T); else
h_hi=ENTHALPY(HFluid$,T=T,P=P);s_hi=ENTROPY(HFluid$,T=T,P=P);
endif
"--------------------------------------CF_i---------------------------------------------------------------------------------"
if (xci>=0) and (xci=<1) Then;
h_ci=ENTHALPY(CFluid$,x=xci,T=Tci);s_ci=ENTROPY(CFluid$,x=xci,T=Tci); else
h_ci=ENTHALPY(CFluid$,P=Pci,T=Tci);s_ci=ENTROPY(CFluid$,P=Pci,T=Tci);
endif
"-----------------------------------PROPERTIES-------------------------------------------------------------------------"
if (xci>=0) and (xci=<1) Then;
T_hi=T;
P_hi=PRESSURE(HFluid$,T=T_hi,x=xci);
v_hi=VOLUME(HFluid$,T=T_hi,x=xci);
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T_ci=Tci;
P_ci=PRESSURE(CFluid$,T=T_ci,x=xci);
v_ci=VOLUME(CFluid$,T=T_ci,x=xci);
else;
T_hi=T;
P_hi=P;
v_hi=VOLUME(HFluid$,T=T_hi,P=P_hi);
x_hi=QUALITY(HFluid$,T=T_hi,P=P_hi);
T_ci=Tci;
P_ci=Pci;
v_ci=VOLUME(CFluid$,T=T_ci,P=P_ci);
x_ci=QUALITY(CFluid$,T=T_ci,P=P_ci);endif
h_h0=ENTHALPY(HFluid$,T=T_0,P=P_0);
h_c0=ENTHALPY(CFluid$,T=T_0,P=P_0);
s_h0=ENTROPY(HFluid$,T=T_0,P=P_0);
s_c0=ENTROPY(CFluid$,T=T_0,P=P_0);
ex_hi=h_hi-h_h0-T_0*(s_hi-s_h0);
ex_ci=h_ci-h_c0-T_0*(s_ci-s_c0);
"--------------------------------------EQNS-------------------------------------------------------------------------------"
i=0;z=0
T_hm[i-1]=T_hi
T_hm[i]=T_hi-1
T_co=T-deltaT_des1HX;
T_cb=Temperature(CFluid$,P=P_ci,x=0)
if(abs(T_cb-T_co)<0.01) Then; GOTO 3;else
if(T_cb-T_co>0) Then; GOTO 2;else
if(T_cb-T_co<0) Then; GOTO 1;
endif;endif;endif
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1:z=z+1;
T_cmf=(T_ci+T_cb)/2
T_cmv=(T_cb+T_co)/2
c_h[i-1]=Cp(HFluid$,T=T_hm[i-1],P=P_hi)
c_h[i]=Cp(HFluid$,T=T_hm[i],P=P_hi)
c_cf=Cp(CFluid$,T=T_cmf-0.001,P=P_ci)
c_cv=Cp(CFluid$,T=T_cmv+0.001,P=P_ci)
h_fg=Enthalpy_vaporization(CFluid$,T=T_cb)

if(x_ci<0) Then;
a=0; T_ho[i-1]=2*T_hm[i-1]-T_hi
T_ho[i]=2*T_hm[i]-T_hi
f[i-1]=(m_cold*(c_cf*(T_cb-T_ci)+h_fg+c_cv*(T_co-T_cb)))-(eta*m_hot*c_h[i-1])*(T_hi-T_ho[i1])
f[i]=(m_cold*(c_cf*(T_cb-T_ci)+h_fg+c_cv*(T_co-T_cb)))-(eta*m_hot*c_h[i])*(T_hi-T_ho[i])
T_hm[i+1]=T_hm[i]-f[i]*(T_hm[i-1]-T_hm[i])/(f[i-1]-f[i])
if (abs(T_hm[i+1]-T_hm[i])>0.00001) Then; i=i+1; GOTO 1; else;
T_hm=T_hm[i+1];
c_h=Cp(HFluid$,T=T_hm,P=P_hi)
T_ho=T_hi-(m_cold*(c_cf*(T_cb-T_ci)+h_fg+c_cv*(T_co-T_cb)))/(eta*m_hot*c_h);
endif; else;

if(x_ci>1) Then;
a=1;T_ho[i-1]=2*T_hm[i-1]-T_hi
T_ho[i]=2*T_hm[i]-T_hi
f[i-1]=(m_cold*(c_cv*(T_co-T_ci)))-(eta*m_hot*c_h[i-1])*(T_hi-T_ho[i-1])
f[i]=(m_cold*(c_cv*(T_co-T_ci)))-(eta*m_hot*c_h[i])*(T_hi-T_ho[i]);
T_hm[i+1]=T_hm[i]-(f[i]*(T_hm[i-1]-T_hm[i]))/(f[i-1]-f[i])
if (abs(T_hm[i+1]-T_hm[i])>0.00001) Then; i=i+1; GOTO 1; else;
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T_hm=T_hm[i+1];
c_h=Cp(HFluid$,T=T_hm,P=P_hi)
T_ho=T_hi-(m_cold*(c_cv*(T_co-T_ci)))/(eta*m_hot*c_h);
endif; else

if (x_ci=>0) and (x_ci=<1) Then;
a=2;T_ho[i-1]=2*T_hm[i-1]-T_hi
T_ho[i]=2*T_hm[i]-T_hi
f[i-1]=(m_cold*(x_ci*h_fg+c_cv*(T_co-T_cb)))-(eta*m_hot*c_h[i-1])*(T_hi-T_ho[i-1])
f[i]=(m_cold*(x_ci*h_fg+c_cv*(T_co-T_cb)))-(eta*m_hot*c_h[i])*(T_hi-T_ho[i])
T_hm[i+1]=T_hm[i]-(f[i]*(T_hm[i-1]-T_hm[i]))/(f[i-1]-f[i])
if (abs(T_hm[i+1]-T_hm[i])>0.00001) Then; i=i+1; GOTO 1; else;
T_hm=T_hm[i+1];
c_h=Cp(HFluid$,T=T_hm,P=P_hi)
T_ho=T_hi-(m_cold*(x_ci*h_fg+c_cv*(T_co-T_cb)))/(eta*m_hot*c_h);
endif
endif; endif; endif
if(T_cb-T_co<0) Then; GOTO 4;else
GOTO 2; endif

2:b=0
T_cm=(T_ci+T_co)/2
T_ho[i-1]=2*T_hm[i-1]-T_hi
T_ho[i]=2*T_hm[i]-T_hi
c_h[i-1]=Cp(HFluid$,T=T_hm[i-1],P=P_hi)
c_h[i]=Cp(HFluid$,T=T_hm[i],P=P_hi)
c_c=Cp(CFluid$,T=T_cm,P=P_ci)
f[i-1]=(m_cold*(c_c*(T_co-T_ci)))-(eta*m_hot*c_h[i-1])*(T_hi-T_ho[i-1]);
f[i]=(m_cold*(c_c*(T_co-T_ci)))-(eta*m_hot*c_h[i])*(T_hi-T_ho[i]);
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T_hm[i+1]=T_hm[i]-(f[i]*(T_hm[i-1]-T_hm[i]))/(f[i-1]-f[i])
if (abs(f[i])>0.001) and (abs(f[i-1]-f[i])>0.0000001) Then; i=i+1; GOTO 2; else;
T_hm=T_hm[i+1];
c_h=Cp(HFluid$,T=T_hm,P=P_hi)
T_ho=T_hi-(m_cold*(c_c*(T_co-T_ci)))/(eta*m_hot*c_h); endif
if(T_cb-T_co>0) Then; GOTO 4;else
GOTO 3; endif

3:c=0
T_ho=T_ci+deltaT_des2HX;
T_cm=(T_ci+T_cb)/2
T_hm=(T_hi+T_ho)/2
T_co=T_cb;
c_h=Cp(HFluid$,T=T_hm,P=P_hi)
c_c=Cp(CFluid$,T=T_cm,P=P_ci)
h_fg=Enthalpy_vaporization(CFluid$,T=T_co)
x=((eta*m_hot*c_h*(T_hi-T_ho))/m_cold-(c_c*(T_cb-T_ci)))/h_fg;
P_ho=(1-P_loss)*P_hi
h_ho=ENTHALPY(HFluid$,T=T_ho,P=P_ho)
v_ho=VOLUME(HFluid$,T=T_ho,P=P_ho);
x_ho=QUALITY(HFluid$,T=T_ho,P=P_ho);
s_ho=ENTROPY(HFluid$,T=T_ho,P=P_ho);
P_co=(1-P_loss)*P_ci
h_co=ENTHALPY(CFluid$,T=T_co,x=x)
v_co=VOLUME(CFluid$,T=T_co,x=x)
x_co=x
s_co=ENTROPY(CFluid$,T=T_co,x=x)
if (x_co=x) Then; GOTO 5; else; GOTO 4; endif
4:d=0
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P_ho=(1-P_loss)*P_hi
h_ho=ENTHALPY(HFluid$,T=T_ho,P=P_ho)
v_ho=VOLUME(HFluid$,T=T_ho,P=P_ho);
x_ho=QUALITY(HFluid$,T=T_ho,P=P_ho);
s_ho=ENTROPY(HFluid$,T=T_ho,P=P_ho);
P_co=(1-P_loss)*P_ci
h_co=ENTHALPY(CFluid$,T=T_co,P=P_co)
v_co=VOLUME(CFluid$,T=T_co,P=P_co);
x_co=QUALITY(CFluid$,T=T_co,P=P_co);
s_co=ENTROPY(CFluid$,T=T_co,P=P_co);
5:
ex_ho=h_ho-h_h0-T_0*(s_ho-s_h0);
ex_co=h_co-h_c0-T_0*(s_co-s_c0);
Q_in1=m_hot*(h_hi-h_ho); Q_in2=m_cold*(h_co-h_ci); Q_lostr=Q_in1-Q_in2
if(Q_lostr/Q_in1<0.01) and (Q_lostr/Q_in2<0.01) Then; Q=Average(Q_in1,Q_in2); else;
Q=Q_in1; endif;
T_out=TEMPERATURE(CFluid$,s=s_co,P=P_co)/2+TEMPERATURE(CFluid$,P=P_ci,s=s_ci)/2
S_gen=m_hot*(s_ho-s_hi)+m_cold*(s_co-s_ci)+Q_lostr/T_out
Ex_dest=m_hot*(ex_hi-ex_ho)+m_cold*(ex_ci-ex_co)-Q_lostr*(1-T_0/T_out)
Ex_dest2=T_0*S_gen
DELTA_EXh=m_hot*(ex_hi-ex_ho)
DELTA_EXc=m_cold*(ex_co-ex_ci)
xd=Ex_dest-Ex_dest2

END
"=========================== Turbine ==============================="
PROCEDURE
TURBINE(Fluid$,pb1,pb2:h_o,s_o,ex_o,W_out,Q_lost,S_gen,Ex_dest,Ex_dest2,T_out,T_o,P_o,v
_o,x_o,DELTA_EX,xd,Fluid_o$)
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$common P_0,T_0, m,eta_t,xt,P_tbo,eta_gen
"--------------------------------------WF-B-------------------------------------------------------------------------------"
Fluid_o$=Fluid$
T_i=pb1;
v_i=pb2;
h_i=ENTHALPY(Fluid$,T=T_i,v=v_i);
s_i=ENTROPY(Fluid$,T=T_i,v=v_i)
"--------------------------ZERO-S-----------------------------&---------------------------EXERGIES------------------"
h_h0=ENTHALPY(Fluid$,T=T_0,P=P_0);
s_h0=ENTROPY(Fluid$,T=T_0,P=P_0);
ex_i=h_i-h_h0-T_0*(s_i-s_h0);
"-----------------------------------PROPERTIES-------------------------------------------------------------------------"
P_i=PRESSURE(Fluid$,T=T_i,v=v_i);x_i=QUALITY(Fluid$,T=T_i,v=v_i);
P_o=P_tbo
h_os=ENTHALPY(Fluid$,s=s_i,P=P_o)
"--------------------------------------EQNS-------------------------------------------------------------------------------"
W_out=eta_gen*eta_t*m*(h_i-h_os)
h_o=h_i-eta_t*(h_i-h_os)
s_o=ENTROPY(Fluid$,h=h_o,P=P_o)
Q_lost=m*(h_i-h_o)-W_out
T_o=TEMPERATURE(Fluid$,h=h_o,P=P_o);
v_o=VOLUME(Fluid$,h=h_o,P=P_o);
x_o=Quality(Fluid$,h=h_o,P=P_o);
T_out=TEMPERATURE(Fluid$,h=h_o,P=P_o)/2+TEMPERATURE(Fluid$,h=h_i,P=P_i)/2
ex_o=h_o-h_h0-T_0*(s_o-s_h0)
S_gen=m*(s_o-s_i)+Q_lost/T_out
Ex_dest=m*(ex_i-ex_o)-Q_lost*(1-T_0/T_out)-W_out
Ex_dest2=T_0*S_gen;
xd=Ex_dest-Ex_dest2
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DELTA_EX=m*(ex_i-ex_o)
END

"==================== CONDENSER ====================="
PROCEDURE
CONDENSER(CFluid$,HFluid$,m_hot,T,P,x,Pci,Tci,xci,eta,deltaTCD,deltaT_des2CD:m_c,h_ho,h_c
o,s_ho,s_co,ex_ho,ex_co,Q,Q_lostr,S_gen,Ex_dest,Ex_dest2,T_out,T_ho,T_co,P_ho,P_co,v_ho,v
_co,x_ho,x_co,T_ci,P_ci,h_ci,s_ci,v_ci,x_ci,ex_ci,T_hi,P_hi,h_hi,s_hi,v_hi,x_hi,ex_hi,DELTA_EXh,
DELTA_EXc,xd,Fluid_ci$,Fluid_co$,Fluid_hi$,Fluid_ho$)
$common P_0,T_0,P_loss,m_c
"--------------------------------------HF-i---------------------------------------------------------------------------------"
Fluid_ci$=CFluid$
Fluid_co$=CFluid$
Fluid_hi$=HFluid$
Fluid_ho$=HFluid$
if (x>=0) and (x=<1) Then;
h_hi=ENTHALPY(HFluid$,x=x,T=T);s_hi=ENTROPY(HFluid$,x=x,T=T); else
h_hi=ENTHALPY(HFluid$,T=T,P=P);s_hi=ENTROPY(HFluid$,T=T,P=P);
endif
"--------------------------------------GF_i--------------------------------------------------------------------------------"
if (CFluid$='Air') Then; GOTO 11; else GOTO 12;
11: h_ci=ENTHALPY(CFluid$,T=Tci);s_ci=ENTROPY(CFluid$,P=Pci,T=Tci);
if (CFluid$='Air') Then; GOTO 13; else GOTO 12;
12:
if (xci>=0) and (xci=<1) Then;
h_ci=ENTHALPY(CFluid$,x=xci,T=Tci);s_ci=ENTROPY(CFluid$,x=xci,T=Tci); else
h_ci=ENTHALPY(CFluid$,P=Pci,T=Tci);s_ci=ENTROPY(CFluid$,P=Pci,T=Tci);
endif
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"-----------------------------------PROPERTIES-------------------------------------------------------------------------"
13:
h_h0=ENTHALPY(HFluid$,T=T_0,P=P_0);
if (CFluid$='Air') Then;
h_c0=ENTHALPY(CFluid$,T=T_0); else
h_c0=ENTHALPY(CFluid$,T=T_0,P=P_0); endif
s_h0=ENTROPY(HFluid$,T=T_0,P=P_0);
s_c0=ENTROPY(CFluid$,T=T_0,P=P_0);
T_hi=T;
P_hi=Pressure(HFluid$,T=T_hi,h=h_hi);
v_hi=VOLUME(HFluid$,T=T_hi,h=h_hi);
x_hi=quality(HFluid$,T=T_hi,h=h_hi);
if (CFluid$='Air') Then;
T_ci=TEMPERATURE(CFluid$,h=h_ci);
P_ci=PRESSURE(CFluid$,h=h_ci,s=s_ci);
v_ci=VOLUME(CFluid$,s=s_ci,h=h_ci);
x_ci=100;
else;
T_ci=TEMPERATURE(CFluid$,h=h_ci,s=s_ci);
P_ci=PRESSURE(CFluid$,h=h_ci,s=s_ci);
v_ci=VOLUME(CFluid$,s=s_ci,h=h_ci);
x_ci=QUALITY(CFluid$,s=s_ci,h=h_ci);
endif
ex_hi=h_hi-h_h0-T_0*(s_hi-s_h0);
ex_ci=h_ci-h_c0-T_0*(s_ci-s_c0)
"--------------------------------------EQNS-------------------------------------------------------------------------------"
P_ht=(1-P_loss)*P_hi;P_ct=(1-P_loss)*P_ci;P_cp=(P_ci+P_ct)/2;P_hp=(P_hi+P_ht)/2
T_ht=T_hi; T_ct=T_ci;h_ht=h_hi;h_ct=h_ci; q_carrierc=0; q_carrierh=0; Q_lostt=0;Qlost=0
"----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------"
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T_cm=T_ci
T_hb=Temperature(HFluid$,P=P_hi,x=0)
T_ho=T_hb-deltaTCD-0.01;

T_co=T_0+deltaT_des2CD;
T_hm=(T_hi+T_hb)/2
T_cm=(T_ci+T_co)/2
T_hml=(T_hb+T_ho)/2
c_h=Cp(HFluid$,T=T_hm+0.01,P=P_hi)
c_hl=Cp(HFluid$,T=T_hml-0.01,P=P_hi)
hfg=Enthalpy_vaporization(HFluid$,T=T_hb)
if (CFluid$='Air') Then;
c_c=Cp(CFluid$,T=T_cm); else
c_c=Cp(CFluid$,T=T_cm,P=P_ci); endif
m_c=(m_hot*(hfg+c_hl*(T_hb-T_ho)+c_h*(T_hi-T_hb)))/(c_c*(T_co-T_ci))
m_cold=m_c
P_ho=P_ht
h_ho=ENTHALPY(HFluid$,P=P_ho,T=T_ho);
v_ho=VOLUME(HFluid$,P=P_ho,T=T_ho);
x_ho=QUALITY(HFluid$,P=P_ho,T=T_ho);
s_ho=ENTROPY(HFluid$,P=P_ho,T=T_ho);
P_co=P_ct
if (CFluid$='Air') Then;
h_co=ENTHALPY(CFluid$,T=T_co);
v_co=VOLUME(CFluid$,P=P_co,T=T_co);
s_co=ENTROPY(CFluid$,P=P_co,T=T_co);
x_co=100;else
h_co=ENTHALPY(CFluid$,P=P_co,T=T_co);
v_co=VOLUME(CFluid$,P=P_co,T=T_co);
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x_co=QUALITY(CFluid$,P=P_co,T=T_co);
s_co=ENTROPY(CFluid$,P=P_co,T=T_co);
endif

ex_ho=h_ho-h_h0-T_0*(s_ho-s_h0);
ex_co=h_co-h_c0-T_0*(s_co-s_c0);
Q_in1=m_hot*(h_hi-h_ho); Q_in2=m_cold*(h_co-h_ci); Q_lostr=Q_in1-Q_in2;
if(Q_lostr/Q_in1<0.01) and (Q_lostr/Q_in2<0.01) Then; Q=Average(Q_in1,Q_in2); else;
Q=Q_in1; endif;
if (CFluid$='Air') Then
T_out=TEMPERATURE(CFluid$,h=h_co)/2+TEMPERATURE(CFluid$,h=h_ci)/2;
S_gen=m_hot*(s_ho-s_hi)+m_cold*(s_co-s_ci)+Q_lostr/T_out
Ex_dest=m_hot*(ex_hi-ex_ho)+m_cold*(ex_ci-ex_co)-Q_lostr*(1-T_0/T_out)
Ex_dest2=T_0*S_gen
xd=Ex_dest-Ex_dest2
DELTA_EXh=m_hot*(ex_hi-ex_ho)
DELTA_EXc=m_cold*(ex_co-ex_ci); else
T_out=TEMPERATURE(CFluid$,h=h_co,s=s_co)/2+TEMPERATURE(CFluid$,h=h_ci,s=s_ci)/2;
S_gen=m_hot*(s_ho-s_hi)+m_cold*(s_co-s_ci)+Q_lostr/T_out
Ex_dest=m_hot*(ex_hi-ex_ho)+m_cold*(ex_ci-ex_co)-Q_lostr*(1-T_0/T_out)
Ex_dest2=T_0*S_gen
xd=Ex_dest-Ex_dest2
DELTA_EXh=m_hot*(ex_hi-ex_ho);
DELTA_EXc=m_cold*(ex_co-ex_ci)
endif
END
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"========================== Pump ============================="
PROCEDURE
PUMP(Fluid$,pb1,pb2,P_ox:h_o,s_o,ex_o,W_in,Q_lost,S_gen,Ex_dest,Ex_dest2,T_out,T_o,P_o,
v_o,x_o,DELTA_EX,xd,Fluid_o$)
$common Fluid$,P_0,T_0, m,eta_c
"--------------------------------------WF-B-------------------------------------------------------------------------------"
Fluid_o$=Fluid$
h_i=ENTHALPY(Fluid$,T=pb1,v=pb2);s_i=ENTROPY(Fluid$,T=pb1,v=pb2);
"-----------------------------ZERO-S----------------------&------------------------------EXERGIES-------------------"
h_h0=ENTHALPY(Fluid$,T=T_0,P=P_0);
s_h0=ENTROPY(Fluid$,T=T_0,P=P_0);
ex_i=h_i-h_h0-T_0*(s_i-s_h0);
"-----------------------------------PROPERTIES-------------------------------------------------------------------------"
T_i=pb1;v_i=pb2;P_i=PRESSURE(Fluid$,T=T_i,v=v_i);x_i=QUALITY(Fluid$,T=T_i,v=v_i);
h_os=ENTHALPY(Fluid$,s=s_i,P=P_ox)
"--------------------------------------EQNS-------------------------------------------------------------------------------"
W_in=m*(h_os-h_i)/eta_c
h_o=h_i+W_in/m
s_o=ENTROPY(Fluid$,h=h_o,P=P_ox)
Q_lost=m*(h_o-h_i)-W_in
P_o=P_ox;
T_o=TEMPERATURE(Fluid$,h=h_o,P=P_o);
v_o=VOLUME(Fluid$,h=h_o,P=P_o);
x_o=quality(Fluid$,h=h_o,P=P_o);
T_out=TEMPERATURE(Fluid$,h=h_o,P=P_o)/2+TEMPERATURE(Fluid$,h=h_i,P=P_i)/2
ex_o=h_o-h_h0-T_0*(s_o-s_h0)
S_gen=m*(s_o-s_i)+Q_lost/T_out
Ex_dest=m*(ex_i-ex_o)-Q_lost*(1-T_0/T_out)+W_in
Ex_dest2=T_0*S_gen;
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xd=Ex_dest-Ex_dest2;
DELTA_EX=m*(ex_o-ex_i)
END

"========================= Solar ============================"
PROCEDURE
SOLAR(Fluid$,T_i,v_i,Q_solar:h_o,s_o,ex_o,Q_in,Q_lost,S_gen,Ex_dest,Ex_dest2,T_out,T_o,P_o,
v_o,x_o,DELTA_EX,xd,Fluid_o$)
$common Fluid$,P_0,T_0, m,eta_S,P_loss
"--------------------------------------WF-B-------------------------------------------------------------------------------"
Fluid_o$=Fluid$
h_i=ENTHALPY(Fluid$,T=T_i,v=v_i);s_i=ENTROPY(Fluid$,T=T_i,v=v_i);
"--------------------ZERO-S---------------------------&------------------------------EXERGIES-----------------------"
h_h0=ENTHALPY(Fluid$,T=T_0,P=P_0);
s_h0=ENTROPY(Fluid$,T=T_0,P=P_0);
ex_i=h_i-h_h0-T_0*(s_i-s_h0);
"-----------------------------------PROPERTIES-------------------------------------------------------------------------"
P_i=PRESSURE(Fluid$,T=T_i,v=v_i);x_i=QUALITY(Fluid$,T=T_i,v=v_i);
"--------------------------------------EQNS-------------------------------------------------------------------------------"
T_m=T_i
1:
P_o=P_i*(1-P_loss);
P_m=(P_i+P_o)/2
Cp=Cp(Fluid$,T=T_m,P=P_m)

if(x_i<0) Then;
T_b=Temperature(Fluid$,x=0,P=P_m)
if (h_i+eta_S*Q_solar/m<enthalpy(Fluid$,T=T_b,x=0)) Then;
T_o=(eta_S*Q_solar)/(m*Cp(Fluid$,P=P_m,x=0))+T_i;x_o=-100; Else
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if (h_i+eta_S*Q_solar/m>enthalpy(Fluid$,T=T_b,x=1)) Then; T_o=((eta_S*Q_solar/m)Cp(Fluid$,P=P_m,x=0)*(T_b-T_i)Enthalpy_vaporization(Fluid$,T=T_b))/Cp(Fluid$,P=P_m,x=1)+T_b; x_o=100; Else
if(h_i+eta_S*Q_solar/m<enthalpy(Fluid$,T=T_b,x=0)+Enthalpy_vaporization(Fluid$,T=T_m))
and (h_i+eta_S*Q_solar/m>enthalpy(Fluid$,P=P_m,x=0)) Then;
x_o=(h_i+eta_S*Q_solar/m)/(Enthalpy_vaporization(Fluid$,T=T_b)+enthalpy(Fluid$,T=T_b,x=0))
; T_o=T_b;
h_o=ENTHALPY(Fluid$,T=T_o,x=x_o)
v_o=VOLUME(Fluid$,T=T_o,x=x_o);
s_o=ENTROPY(Fluid$,T=T_o,x=x_o)
endif; endif; endif;
Else

if(x_i>1) Then;b=1;
T_o=eta_S*Q_solar/(m*Cp)+T_i; x_o=100; Else

if(x_i>=0) and (x_i=<1) Then;
Cp=Cp(Fluid$,T=T_m,x=1)
if (h_i+eta_S*Q_solar/m>enthalpy(Fluid$,T=T_b,x=1)) Then;
T_o=(h_i+eta_S*Q_solar/m)/(Cp(Fluid$,P=P_o,x=1))+T_i; x_o=100; Else
if(h_i+eta_S*Q_solar/m<enthalpy(Fluid$,T=T_b,x=0)+Enthalpy_vaporization(Fluid$,T=T_m))
Then;
x_o=(h_i+eta_S*Q_solar/m)/(Enthalpy_vaporization(Fluid$,T=T_b)+enthalpy(Fluid$,T=T_b,x=0))
; T_o=T_b; endif; endif;
h_o=ENTHALPY(Fluid$,T=T_o,x=x_o)
v_o=VOLUME(Fluid$,T=T_o,x=x_o);
s_o=ENTROPY(Fluid$,T=T_o,x=x_o)

endif;endif;endif;
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T_test=(T_i+T_o)/2
if(abs(T_test-T_m)>0.01) Then; T_m=T_m+0.01; GOTO 1; else; GOTO 2; endif
2:
Q_lost=Q_solar-m*Cp*(T_o-T_i)
if(x_o=>0) and (x_o<=1) Then; GOTO 3; else
GOTO 4; endif;
3:
h_o=ENTHALPY(Fluid$,T=T_o,x=x_o)
v_o=VOLUME(Fluid$,T=T_o,x=x_o);
s_o=ENTROPY(Fluid$,T=T_o,x=x_o);
if(x_o=>0) and (x_o<=1) Then; GOTO 5; else
GOTO 4; endif;
4:
h_o=ENTHALPY(Fluid$,T=T_o,P=P_o)
v_o=VOLUME(Fluid$,T=T_o,P=P_o);
x_o=quality(Fluid$,T=T_o,P=P_o);
s_o=ENTROPY(Fluid$,T=T_o,P=P_o)
5:
T_out=TEMPERATURE(Fluid$,h=h_o,P=P_o)/2+TEMPERATURE(Fluid$,h=h_i,P=P_i)/2
ex_o=h_o-h_h0-T_0*(s_o-s_h0)
Q_in=m*(h_o-h_i)
S_gen=m*(s_o-s_i)+Q_lost/T_out
Ex_dest=m*(ex_i-ex_o)-Q_lost*(1-T_0/T_out)+Q_solar
Ex_dest2=T_0*S_gen;
xd=Ex_dest-Ex_dest2;
DELTA_EX=m*(ex_o-ex_i)
END
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"============================== LCOE ================================="
PROCEDURE
LCOEanalysis(Investment_I_solar,Investment_I_geo,Maintenance_solar,Maintenance_geo,OPE
X_solar,OPEX_geo, Inv_Return,t_operation,i_rate,usage_rate,W_net,W_loss_rate,CF:LCOE)
t=1;Sum_costs=0;Sum_power=0
1:
Maintenance_solar=Maintenance_solar*(1+usage_rate)^(t-1)
Maintenance_geo=Maintenance_geo*(1+usage_rate)^(t-1)
OPEX_geo=OPEX_geo*(1+usage_rate)^(t-1)
OPEX_solar=OPEX_solar*(1+usage_rate)^(t-1)
Inv_Return=Inv_return*(1+usage_rate)^(t-1)
Total_annual_cost[t]=Maintenance_solar+Maintenance_geo+OPEX_solar+OPEX_geo+Inv_Retur
n
TAC_rated[t]=Total_annual_cost[t]/(1+i_rate)^t
Sum_costs=Sum_costs+TAC_rated[t]
W_net_year=W_net*8760[h/year]*CF
W_net[t]=W_net_year/(1+W_loss_rate)^(t-1)
W_rated[t]=W_net[t]/(1+i_rate)^t
Sum_power=Sum_power+W_rated[t]*1[year]
if(t<>t_operation) then; t=t+1; GOTO 1; else
endif
LCOE=(Investment_I_solar+Investment_I_geo+Sum_costs)/Sum_power
END

"=============================== GHG =================================="
PROCEDURE
GHGanalysis(W_solar,W_geo,W_loss_rate,CF,CO2_solar,CO2_geo,t_operation:GHG,GHG_ton,G
HG_year,GHGoil_year,GHGNG_year,GHGcoal_year)
$common CO2_oil,CO2_NG,CO2_coal
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t=1; Sum_solar=0; Sum_geo=0
1:
W_solar_year=W_solar*8760[h/year]*CF
W_geo_year=W_geo*8760[h/year]*CF
W_solar[t]=W_solar_year/(1+W_loss_rate)^(t-1)
W_geo[t]=W_geo_year/(1+W_loss_rate)^(t-1)
Sum_solar=Sum_solar+W_solar[t]*1[year]
Sum_geo=Sum_geo+W_geo[t]*1[year]
if(t<>t_operation) then; t=t+1; GOTO 1; else
endif
GHG=Sum_solar*CO2_solar+Sum_geo*CO2_geo
GHG_ton=GHG*(1/1000000)[ton/g]
GHG_year=GHG_ton/t_operation

GHGoil=(Sum_solar+Sum_geo)*CO2_oil-GHG
GHGoil_ton=GHGoil*(1/1000000)[ton/g]-GHG_ton
GHGoil_year=GHGoil_ton/t_operation-GHG_year

GHGNG=(Sum_solar+Sum_geo)*CO2_NG-GHG
GHGNG_ton=GHGNG*(1/1000000)[ton/g]-GHG_ton
GHGNG_year=GHGNG_ton/t_operation-GHG_year

GHGcoal=(Sum_solar+Sum_geo)*CO2_coal-GHG
GHGcoal_ton=GHGcoal*(1/1000000)[ton/g]-GHG_ton
GHGcoal_year=GHGcoal_ton/t_operation-GHG_year
END
"_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_--_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_"
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"========================= Operation Conditions ================================"
T=273.15+158.55;
P=700;
deltaT_des1HXGW=20.95
deltaT_des2HXGW=10
x=-1

Pci=1200;
Tci=273.15+110.3
xci=-100;
Pcmo=Pci2
Pci2=Pci/(1-P_loss);
xci2=10

Pci3=P_0;
Tci3=T_0;
xci3=-1;
I=(3.6{6.7}"8.5"/24) [kW/m^2]
A=100*100[m^2]
Q_solar=I*A

"========================= $commons ========================================="
Fluid$='n-pentane'
GFluid$='Water'
FluidC$='Air'
P_0=100.71[kPa];
T_0=288.75[K];
m=54.55[kg/s];
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m_gf=142.14[kg/s];
eta_HXGW=0.99
eta_HX2=0.99
eta_CD=0.99
P_tbo=80[kPa]
P_loss=0.0;
eta_t=0.8525;
eta_gen=0.79;
xt=1;
eta_c=.55;
deltaTCD=1 "Small"
deltaT_des2CD=14 "Desired temperature difference for cold fluid output"
eta_S=0.5
CF=0.85

HXci=7;HXco=2;HXhi=1;HXho=8;HX=1
So=3; S=2
TBo=4;TB=3
CDo=5;CDco=11;CDci=10;CD=4
CMo=6; CM=5;
RIho=9; RIco=12; HX2=6

"============================ Environmental analysis ==========================="
CO2_solar=36[g/kWh]
CO2_geo=15[g/kWh]
CO2_coal=975[g/kWh]
CO2_oil=742[g/kWh]
CO2_NG=607[g/kWh]
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"======================= PROCEDURE CALLINGS =================================="
CALL
HX(Fluid$,GFluid$,m,m_gf,T,P,x,Pci,Tci,xci,eta_HXGW,deltaT_des1HXGW,deltaT_des2HXGW:h[
HXho],h[HXco],s[HXho],s[HXco],ex[HXho],ex[HXco],Q[HX],Q_lost[HX],S_gen[HX],Ex_dest[HX],Ex
_dest2[HX],T_out[HX],T[HXho],T[HXco],P[HXho],P[HXco],v[HXho],v[HXco],x[HXho],x[HXco],T[HX
ci],P[HXci],h[HXci],s[HXci],v[HXci],x[HXci],ex[HXci],T[HXhi],P[HXhi],h[HXhi],s[HXhi],v[HXhi],x[HXh
i],ex[HXhi],DELTA_EXh[HX],DELTA_EXc[HX],xd[HX],Fluid$[HXci],Fluid$[HXco],Fluid$[HXhi],Fluid$
[HXho])

CALL
Solar(Fluid$,T[HXco],v[HXco],Q_solar:h[So],s[So],ex[So],Q[S],Q_lost[S],S_gen[S],Ex_dest[S],Ex_d
est2[S],T_out[S],T[So],P[So],v[So],x[So],DELTA_EX[S],xd[S],Fluid$[So])

CALL
TURBINE(Fluid$,T[So],v[So]:h[TBo],s[TBo],ex[TBo],W_out[TB],Q_lost[TB],S_gen[TB],Ex_dest[TB]
,Ex_dest2[TB],T_out[TB],T[TBo],P[TBo],v[TBo],x[TBo],DELTA_EX[TB],xd[TB],Fluid$[TBo])

CALL
CONDENSER(FluidC$,Fluid$,m,T[TBo],P[TBo],x[TBo],Pci3,Tci3,xci3,eta_CD,deltaTCD,deltaT_des2
CD:m_c,h[CDo],h[CDco],s[CDo],s[CDco],ex[CDo],ex[CDco],Q[CD],Q_lost[CD],S_gen[CD],Ex_dest[
CD],Ex_dest2[CD],T_out[CD],T[CDo],T[CDco],P[CDo],P[CDco],v[CDo],v[CDco],x[CDo],x[CDco],T[C
Dci],P[CDci],h[CDci],s[CDci],v[CDci],x[CDci],ex[CDci],T14,P14,h14,s14,v14,x14,ex14,DELTA_EXh[
CD],DELTA_EXc[CD],xd[CD],Fluid$[CDci],Fluid$[CDco],Fluid$14,Fluid$[CDo])

CALL
PUMP(Fluid$,T[CDo],v[CDo],Pcmo:h[CMo],s[CMo],ex[CMo],W_in[CM],Q_lost[CM],S_gen[CM],E
x_dest[CM],Ex_dest2[CM],T_out[CM],T[CMo],P[CMo],v[CMo],x[CMo],DELTA_EX[CM],xd[CM],Fl
uid$[CMo])
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deltaT_des1HX=T[HXho]-T[HXci]
deltaT_des2HX=10

CALL
HX(Fluid$,GFluid$,m,m_gf,T[HXho],P[HXho],x[HXho],P[CMo],T[CMo],x[CMo],eta_HX2,deltaT_d
es1HX,deltaT_des2HX:h[RIho],h[RIco],s[RIho],s[RIco],ex[RIho],ex[RIco],Q[HX2],
Q_lost[HX2],S_gen[HX2],Ex_dest[HX2],Ex_dest2[HX2],T_out[HX2],T[RIho],T[RIco],P[RIho],P[RIco
],v[RIho],v[RIco],x[RIho],x[RIco],T[14],P[14],h[14],s[14],v[14],x[14],ex[14],T[15],P[15],h[15],s[15
],v[15],x[15],ex[15],DELTA_EXh[HX2],DELTA_EXc[HX2],xd[HX2],Fluid$12,Fluid$[RIco],Fluid$13,Fl
uid$[RIho])

CALL
TURBINE(Fluid$,T[HXco],v[HXco]:h[13],s[13],ex[13],W_out[13],Q_lost[13],S_gen[13],Ex_dest[13
],Ex_dest2[13],T_out[13],T[13],P[13],v[13],x[13],DELTA_EX[13],xd[13],Fluid$[13])
W_geo=W_out[13]
W_solar=W_out[TB]-W_out[13]

"=============== EFFICIENCIES AND WORK/HEAT INPUT/OUTPUTS ===================="
eta_carnot=1-T_0/T
eta_carnot_mod=1-SQRT(T_0/T)
eta_real=(W_out[TB]-W_in[CM])/(Q[HX2]+Q[HX]+Q[S])
eta_II=eta_real/eta_carnot
eta_II_mod=eta_real/eta_carnot_mod
eta_ex=(W_out[TB]-W_in[CM])/(DELTA_EXh[HX]+DELTA_EXh[HX2]+DELTA_EX[S])
W_net=W_out[TB]-W_in[CM]
Q_out=Q[CD]
Q_in=Q[HX]+Q[HX2]+Q[S]
T_EXdest=sum(Ex_dest[I],I=1,6)
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"============================= Economical analysis =============================="
Investment_I_solar=W_solar*6000"7300"[$/kW]
Investment_I_geo=W_geo*2100"5200"[$/kW]
Maintenance_solar=W_solar*30"42"[$/kW]
Maintenance_geo=W_geo*152"187"[$/kW]
OPEX_solar=W_solar*30"42"[$/kW]
OPEX_geo=W_geo*152"187"[$/kW]
Inv_Return=(Investment_I_solar+Investment_I_geo)*0.08
t_operation=30
i_rate=0.1
usage_rate=0.0
W_loss_rate=0.005

"====================================LCOE===================================="
CALL
LCOEanalysis(Investment_I_solar,Investment_I_geo,Maintenance_solar,Maintenance_geo,OPE
X_solar,OPEX_geo, Inv_Return,t_operation,i_rate,usage_rate,W_net,W_loss_rate,CF:LCOE)

"==================================== GHG===================================="
CALL
GHGanalysis(W_solar,W_geo,W_loss_rate,CF,CO2_solar,CO2_geo,t_operation:GHG,GHG_ton,G
HG_year,GHGoil_year,GHGNG_year,GHGcoal_year)

"END OF CODE"
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Appendix 2. Working Fluid Results
1. Net Work Output
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Appendix Fig. 1. Net Work Output varying WF mass flow rate (kW)
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Appendix Fig. 2. Net Work Output varying Turbine output pressure (kW)
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Net Work Output varying solar radiation
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Appendix Fig. 3. Net Work Output varying solar radiation (kW)
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Appendix Fig. 4. Net Work Output varying surface area (kW)
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Appendix Fig. 5. Net Work Output varying Pci (state 7) (kW)
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2. Entropy Generation
2.1. Unit 1 (Main Heat Exchanger)

Entropy generation Unit 1 varying
Tci (state 7) (kW/K)
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Appendix Fig. 6. Entropy generation Unit 1 varying Tci (state 7) (kW/K)
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Appendix Fig. 7. Entropy generation Unit 1 varying WF mass flow rate (kW/K)
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Entropy generation Unit 1 varying GF mass flow
rate (kW/K)
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Appendix Fig. 8. Entropy generation Unit1 varying GF mass flow rate (kW/K)
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Appendix Fig. 9. Exergy destruction Unit 1 varying ambient temperature (kW)
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Entropy Generation (kW/K)
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Appendix Fig. 10. Entropy generation Unit 1 varying Pci (state 7) (kW/K)
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2.2. Unit 2 (Solar Unit)

Entropy generation Unit 2 varying WF mass flow
rate (kW/K)
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Appendix Fig. 11. Entropy generation Unit 2 varying WF mass flow rate (kW/K)

Entropy generation Unit 2 varying solar radiation
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Appendix Fig. 12. Entropy generation Unit 2 varying solar radiation (kW/K)
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Entropy generation (kW/K)
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Appendix Fig. 13. Entropy Generation Unit 2 varying surface area (kW/K)
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Appendix Fig. 14. Exergy destruction Unit 2 varying ambient temperature (kW)
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2.3. Unit 3 (Turbine)

Entropy Generation (kW/K)
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Appendix Fig. 15. Entropy generation Unit 3 varying WF mass flow rate (kW/K)

Entropy generation Unit 3 varying turbine output
pressure (kW/K)
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Appendix Fig. 16. Entropy generation Unit 3 varying turbine output pressure (kW/K)
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Appendix Fig. 17. Entropy generation Unit 3 varying solar radiation (kW/K)
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Appendix Fig. 18. Entropy Generation Unit 3 varying surface area (kW/K)
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Exergy destruction Unit 3 varying ambient
temperature (kW)
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Appendix Fig. 19. Exergy destruction Unit 3 varying ambient temperature (kW)
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2.4. Unit 4 (Condenser)

Entropy generation Unit 4 varying WF mass
flow rate (kW/K)
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Appendix Fig. 20. Entropy generation Unit 4 varying WF mass flow rate (kW/K)
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Appendix Fig. 21. Entropy generation Unit 4 varying turbine output pressure (kW/K)
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Entropy generation Unit 4 varying solar
radiation
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Appendix Fig. 22. Entropy generation Unit 4 varying solar radiation (kW/K)
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Appendix Fig. 23. Entropy generation Unit 4 varying surface area (kW/K)
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Exergy destruction Unit 4 varying ambient
temperature (kW)
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Appendix Fig. 24. Exergy destruction Unit 4 varying ambient temperature (kW)
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2.5. Unit 5 (Pump)

Entropy generation Unit 5 varying WF mass flow
rate
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Entropy Generation (kW/K)
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Appendix Fig. 25. Entropy generation Unit 5 varying WF mass flow rate (kW/K)
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Appendix Fig. 26. Entropy generation Unit 5 varying turbine output pressure (kW/K)
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Entropy generation Unit 5 varying Pci (state 7)
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Appendix Fig. 27. Entropy generation Unit 5 varying Pci (state 7) (kW/K)
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2.6. Unit 6 (Preheater)

Entropy generation Unit 6 varying Tci (state 7)
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Appendix Fig. 28. Entropy generation Unit 6 varying Tci (state 7) (kW/K)
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Appendix Fig. 29. Entropy generation Unit 6 varying GF mass flow rate (kW/K)
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Entropy generation Unit 6 varying turbine
output pressure (kW/K)
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Appendix Fig. 30. Entropy generation Unit 6 varying turbine output pressure (kW/K)
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Appendix Fig. 31. Exergy destruction Unit 6 varying ambient temperature (kW)
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3. Exergy Efficiency

Exergy efficiency varying WF mass flow rate
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Appendix Fig. 32. Exergy efficiency varying WF mass flow rate
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Appendix Fig. 33. Exergy efficiency varying GF mass flow rate
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Appendix Fig. 34. Exergy efficiency varying turbine output pressure
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Appendix Fig. 35. Exergy efficiency varying solar radiation
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Appendix Fig. 36. Exergy efficiency varying surface area
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Appendix Fig. 37. Exergy efficiency varying ambient temperature
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Appendix Fig. 38. Exergy efficiency varying Pci (state 7)
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4. Energy Efficiency

Energy efficiency varying turbine output
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Appendix Fig. 39. Energy efficiency varying turbine output pressure
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Appendix Fig. 40Energy efficiency varying surface area
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Energy efficiency varying Pci (state 7)
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Appendix Fig. 41. Energy efficiency varying Pci (state 7)
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5. LCOE

LCOE varying WF mass flow rate
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Appendix Fig. 42. LCOE varying WF mass flow rate ($/kWh)
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Appendix Fig. 43. LCOE varying turbine output pressure ($/kWh)
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Appendix Fig. 44. LCOE varying solar radiation ($/kWh)
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Appendix Fig. 45. LCOE varying surface area ($/kWh)
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Appendix Fig. 46. LCOE varying Pci (state 7) ($/kWh)
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6. GHG

Average GHG emissions per year varying WF
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Appendix Fig. 47. Average GHG emissions per year varying WF mass flow rate (ton CO2eq/year)
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Appendix Fig. 48. Average GHG emissions per year varying turbine output pressure (ton CO2eq/year)
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Appendix Fig. 49. Average GHG emissions per year varying solar radiation (ton CO2eq/year)
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Appendix Fig. 50. Average GHG emissions per year varying surface area (ton CO2eq/year)
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Appendix Fig. 51. Average GHG emissions per year varying Pci (state 7) (ton CO2eq/year)
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